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INTRODIICTION AND S UM MARY
I'(
The NASA has boon conducting a program to investigate the application of
high energy lasers to spacecraft propulsion and power transmission. The I,aser
Technology section of the NASA-Lewis Research Center is evaluating different
types of lasers for these applications. The requirements for the laser system
include multimegawatt power, continuous long duration operation, lightweight,
and high overall system efficiency. The conventional open-cycle high energy
lasers being developed for ground and airborne applications have relatively short
run duration requirements, typically less than 60 sec. For the long run dura-
tion of the NASA missions (i. e., in excess of 600 see), even the most efficient "
of the open-cycle systems would require prohibitively large quantities of re-
actz.nts.
The NASA, therefore, has been concentrating on closed-cycle devices
that, while being heavier and larger than an open-cycle device, do not require
resupply or large reactant storage provisions. T.he NASA has been investi-
gating electric discharge, chemical, and gas dynamic lasers in addition to some
more advanced laser types. The study reported herein, conducted under a
NASA contract, dealt with a closed-cycle gas dynamic laser. The objectives
of the study were to establish the requirements of the major components of the
closed-cycle GDL, define the crit'ical components, and define-the-system.
The effort consisted of the following three tasks:
• The objectives of Task I were to (a) optimize a closed-cycle
; GDL system at 1, 5, and 10 Mw output power levels for space
_._d airborne applications, (b) establish the design require-
_ ments of each component in the closed-loop system, and (c)
provide system design tables to be used in the Task II con-
. ceptual design phase.
• Task II involved the conceptual design of the closed-cycle
system and individual components selected from Task I.
This effort included preparation of informal conceptual.
layout drawings for the hot gas compressor, diffuser, heat
exchangers, gas ducts, nozzle/cavity, mirrors, output
windows, and a system composite layout.
e In Task Ill, technology confirmation experimental demonstra-
tions were recommended based on the technology requirements
established for the closed-cycle GDL and its components. For
each candidate technology demonstration9 a program plan was
outlined that included the type and size of demonstration test
requirements, technology impact, and estimated cost.
Two different closed-cycle systems were evaluated in the study. One,
called the baseline system, consisted of the device which lnclodes the nozzle
cavity and diffuser, a heat exchanger, and a compressor, Because of the
high temperatures desired In the GDL cavity (_- 1500°K) for optimmn perfomnancc,
this baseline system requires a significant advancement in high temperature com-
pressor technology. The second system employed a heat source between the
F.... • -- | -- - ......... ................... . _2 ;. : ....... :
compressor discharge and the GI)L nc)zzlcs so that a l_w temperaturt,, sttltt,-tff-
the-art cc)mpressor wc)uld be used. To imprt)ve the effieienc'y of this cycle, a
recuperator was incorporated between the eomprcssor inlet anti discharge to)
recover some of the heat that would normally be rejected from the cycle.
The systems were optimized on the basis of 1990 technology for minimum
cc_mpressor drive power, considering only the components that make up the
closed loop. ilowcver, to compare the two cycles (i.e., baseline vs recuperator
cycles), parametric weight and volume estimates were made for the power and
heat sources and the radiator.
The rccuperator cycle was found to be the most desirable for both the space ,
and airborne applications. Installation layouts were prepared using the Space
Shuttle cargo bay dimensions as an envelope for the space applications, and the
C-5A cargo compartment dimensions for the airborne application.
A technology demonstration program was planned, making extensive use
of existing components to assemble a complete closed-cycle system.. A detailed
description of the program effort and its results are presented in the following
sections by task.
TASK I - PARAMETRIC CYCLE OPTIMIZATION
Closed-Cycle GDL Description
In a typical open-cycle CO 2 GDL (shown in figure 1 as solid lines), a high
pressure, high temperature mixture of CO2, N2, and IT20, produced by corn-
,! bustion of a fuel and oxidizer with the addition of N2, is expanded rapidly through
:_ small throat supersonic flow nozzles. This rapid expansion creates the popula-
tion inversion necessary for lasing action. The laser energy is extracted from
the supersonic flow in the optical cavity. The high velocity, low static pressure
gas at the cavity exit is recompressed to atmospheric pressure by a diffuser i
and discharged to the atmosphere.
In_a closed-cycle GDL (shown in figure 1 as the broken lines), the gas
(a mixture of CO2, N2, and 1120 ) after leaving the diffuser is reconditioned and
circulated back to the nozzle inlet instead of being discharged to the atmosphere.
Since the gas at the diffuser exit is at approximately one-third of the nozzle inlet
pressure, a compressor is needed to provide the necessary pressure rise. liowever,
the energy added by the compressor is greater than the optical energy removed;
therefore, a heat exchanger is rccluired between the diffuser and the compressor
to remove the excess heat. The required compressor drive power can be re-
duced by lowering the compressor inlet temperature through increased heat re-
jection, lIowever, when this is done, heat mast be added downstream of the com-
pressor to raise the gas temperature to the level required at the nozzlc entrance.
While this approach reduces compressor horsepower, it results in a very large
radiator to reject heat. The radiator size can be reduced significantly and the
overall cycle efficiency improved by the use of a rccupcrator that exchanges heat
from the diffuser exit to the compressor exit, thereby reducing the heat rejected
to 5pace and the heat input from the heat source. A comparison of the base and
rccuperator cycle schematics is shown in figure 2.
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Those closcd-cyele cnnfigurations can i)e ev_flualed nr emnpared using
!:; a (hcrmodynm_llecycle cfflcloneyand/or a Inm,r/p,)wersmlrc,,cfflciency.
The ihcrmodynmnlc cycleefflclcncyisdefinedas lhelasvr outpulpower
dlvldodby the sum of the thermal inputsto thelaser cyclc_and to thepower
system, whi.cll sup_!los the.compressor power, i.'or the reeul)erl,lor cycle this
is:
Plaser
cycle lIP
C era-.
Qhs + ,"7--
C
wh e re
Plaser = Laser output power
Qhs = lteat source rate
lip = Compressor horsepowerc
% = Compressor efficiency
For the base cycle, Qhs is zero.
The laser/power source efficiency is defined as the ratio of the laser output
power to the compressor input power.
.: Plaser
Vps :- ltPc
System Optimization Approach
The opti-mization of the closed.-cycle GI)L system was performed to establish
the thermodynamic requirements for the system c ,mponents. Tim technique used
to perform this optimization consisted of parmnetAcally characterizing the per-
formanee, weight, amt volume of each system component. These component char-
acterizations were combined in a system synthesis code, which evaluated each
component and performed an energy, flow, and pressure balance for the combined
system to establish thc cycle data for selecting the optimum design conditions.
Minimum compressor drive power was the primary criterion used in the selection
of an optimized cycle, with secomtary consideration given Io the system weight
and volum,;. A logic diagrmn of this optimization technique is shown in figure 3.
This optimization technique was used on the base anti lhe recupcrator cycles
for the 1-Mw system for the space application. These same cycles were optimized
for the airborne application by modifying the characterization of the affected heat
transfer components in the system model. TI_e same system models were used
for the evahmtlon of the higher power (5 and 10 Mw) systems, l:or these higher
power systems, tlle cavity parmneters selected as indepcndenl variables were
the cavity gcomelry, beam dimncter_ optical configuration, and cavity pressure.
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The other ae rothe rnmdynmn ic. cavity parmnete rs p eerie usly opthn lzed for the
1-Mw system wet:e relatively Independent of p()wer level and were not changed
f()J: the perl:orman,.'e evaluatl(.n of the higher power systems. The results of tlle
system ()ptlmizations were summarized In a deslgn..table for eacAr-_stem and
were used ill the selection :ff systems f()r the conceptual design.
A more detailed description of the component characterizations and
eompom_nt perf()rmance trades Is presented in the following paragtuq)hs, which
individually address the selection of c,'mh major component.
Component Selection and C,haraete ri zation ,.
Cavity
The laser cavity performance can be defined as a function of ttle following
variables:
Nozzle Stagnation P.r.assure,. l)e
Nozzle Stagnation Temperature, T c
Gas Composition, Xi
Nozzl.c Area Ratio, (
Beam Diameter, I)b
Optical Configuration
The cavity performance (specific power = laser output power/cavity flowrate)
:7 was determined by using gas kinetic and power extraction models developed by
FRDC and confirmed by experinaental data.
To facilitate the generation of a cavity performance map with the inter-
action effects of all the above variables, a base point was selected about which
the effect of second order variables, like-optical configuration, beam diameter,
and gas composition, was established. After establislm_cnt of these variables,
a parametric set of data (maps) was generated as a function of stagnation pressure,
nozzle area ratio, and stagnation temperature with cavity specific power as the
dependent variable.
Evaluations of various optical configurations and bcam diameters were made
at the base point conditions given in table I.
Table I. Cavity Base Point
i
Nozzle Area Ratio - 30.1
Nozzle Throat lleight - 0,152 mm
Stagnation Temperature - 1.500°K
Stagnation Pressure - 17 arm (250 psia)
Gas Composition (N2/CO2/1120) - 91/0,_/01 mole-t,'t
This base point was selected on the basis of previous studies that showed these
conditions provided near optimum perfomnance f()r a similar application. Later
8
L
results Indicated this selection of a base point was reasonably eloscr..to.thc optimum
point eventually cstablislmd.
Optical configurations were evaluated to establish the optimum configuration
for generation of the parametric specific powe_: map. In unstable oscillator con .....
figm:ations_ some output power is coupled back through the cavity to maintain
the lasing action. This is accomplished by cutting a hole in the oscillator output
mirror (lmlc coupling mirror) and placing a small convex mira:or (convex resonator
mirror) in the hole to return a fraction of the power to the cavity. (See figure 4,)
The laser output power arid beana quality are affected by the size of the coupling
hole. The parameter used to describe the size of this hole is the geometric .-.
couplingt which is defined as the ratio of the annulus area (output beam a=ea
minus hole area) to the total incident beam area,
\
':
d
_le Coupling Mirror _---Nozzle Exit Plane
Resonator Mirror Concave Resonator Mirror"
Flow
Definition of Geometric Coupling:
D dj do (Beam Diameter)
GC = 7r/4(d 2-d = i-
2 "
Ir/4 do
Figure 4. Unstable Resonator Configuration
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Schen_a(ic;s ()f the optlc_.al,eonfigul?ath)ns evalualed are .,dlc)wn ill ['igurt_, ,e)-0
anti the, rc,sulls of the evaluation as a function (ff oselllat()r gc:(m_ctrl, c ec)upllng
art, shc)wn ill figure (l. A beam dimuetee (ff 11 em (c;aviiy width, 12.11 era) anti
a cavity lenglh (in tim optical clireetion) of 700 em wel:'tr used f()r this evaluatlc)n.
'I'hls ccmlblnation results in a power level eft app_3)ximately 1-Mw. As figure (;
shc)ws, multiple optical passes (t?O/:l ¢)r 2tlf)/,3)(t) are recluired I() achieve a
high value cff cavity spc;cific power. The multiple optical passes are required
for twc) reasons: the small signal gain coefficient is rc,l,'dively low because ()f
the h)w nozzle area rail() used in the closed-cycle system comparecl to the area
ratio used in an open-cycle system, and the active t._xtr,'mtion region (in the gas
flow direction) is relatively long (40 cm)_ so that multiple passes of a small
beam are required to sweep the active cavity length. A much la_:gcr bemn
dimueter would reduce the number of passes required but would yield lower
performance cluc to low gain, of the shorter optical cavity length. The geometric
coupling ¢)f the oscillator, as shown in figure 6, optimizes at _he relatively
high value of 0.90. This value provides high beam quality, which is desired.
I The 2tiO/3 was selected as the closed-loop GI)I, optical configuration
because of its higher performance level.
The performance of a ring resonator would fall between that o[ a single
pass UO and a UO/1 because of its optical length and beam position in the cavity.
Since the t'O/1 has very low performance, the ring resonator was eliminated from
consideration in the generation of the cavity performance map.
A beam diameter investigation was made to assess its effect on system
performance. As shown in figure 7, beam diameter can be increased substantially
before performance starts to decline. A 15-cm diameter beam was selected
for developing the cavity extraction map.
The effect of optical configuration on beam quality (defined as the ratio
of fax-field power within a given spot size to power out of the laser cavity) has
been detern_ined using typical results from the Systems Optical Quality (SOQ)
code. '['he SOQ codes are a generalized, eomputationally efficient, three-
dimensional wave optics analysis tool developed by P&WA under Air Force
sponsorship. The code defines beam distortions due to the effects of (1) apertures,
(2) mirrors (figure error, thermal loading, and/or rnisalignment),. (3) nommiform
gain (small signal and loaded), (_) refractive index inhomogeneities (due to cavity
flow, ac.rodynamie window, etc.), and (5) thermal blooming.
Detailed determiraations of typical beam quality for multLple-pass, co-
annular, unstable oscillators of the type selected for this application are available
from the above code. These results have been used to determine the approximate
far-field performance, which can be expected for this closed-cycle GDI,.
(1) UO = unstable oseliiator
NUO number of passes of the UO through the cavity.
The number following the slash (/) is the number of amplifier passes.
I0
zUO • _umbe_ of_o0cLllator paeaee
/am numbe_ o£ amp.1£fLer paS0es
UO/1 UO/2
_! .,,_
i ..o_,"
_il \ _ ---_
K=9.9
K'8.4
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A comparison of the power available In a-nondlmenslonal far-field radius,
nr for the ldeaI and actual vacuum propagation of a co-annular beam.with 0.9
geonaetrie coupling is presented In f_gur_ 8.
rD
RX
where:
R ---Propagation range (in)
), = Wavelength (m)
D = Output beani diameter (m) -
r = Far-field spot radius (m)
u..= Nondimensional far-field radius
1oo !
,i
f _ ..-=--
Zee;,:z_ /
80 ' Y/
/_ I _- Actual
< / /"
-, _ if
_. ii
. //
o_ 40 /
/
20 .....
0 / --
0 1 2 3 4- ..............................
NON-DIbIEN_IONAL_FAR-FIELDRADIUS, _- rD/(Rk)
Figure 8. Typical UnstableResonator Far-Field Performat,ce
at IIighGeometric Coupling
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A plot of tlle far-field nondimensional intensity distribution for the above
beqm is shown in figure .q. A three-dimensional view of the normalized near-
field Intensity distribution fi)r this beam is shown in figure 10.
These figures indicate that approximately (i0_ of the near-field power is
recoverable in a far-field spot of I ICX/D, 80_ at 2 Rh/D, and 90(_ at 4 Rh/l).
The absolute level of near-field power does net significantly affect these results.
i
L The gas composition effect was evaluated by perturbations singularly about
ii the base point, since this parameter has a weaker effect and its interaction with
_: other parameters is minor, The variation in cavity performance with (::02 _.
and H20 concentrations is shown in figure 11. These data indicate that the b,_se
: point selection is near the optimum gas dynamic/nozzle conditions.
i /- "x
_: f ",t'-- 4R),/D
/ / ,"- _'ercent -.. ,
/ ./t Peak % _ 3R)JD X
/ Intensity _ ". ",
1 t" ,...,:.-s_-_=._,.,, .::'._ ,,. ',. ,,
( I 'i ,
\ _',.\\_ _'..{ _::. / / ,4,<, _ i S 't x "_ _i _::,../ d.'_-
-¢..,-.... ,_ .-.._., J <
. --- ,---.- ,, .,'S ,,./_ ...... z
"', '%, _-J--"" _' " /\ \ x_,,._ ./"-, . i
\ '\ \ \ / t ,,<.
\ "x "" /
.,""
• _ _°"
Figure 9. Typical UnstableResonator Far-Field Intensity
Distributionat High Geometric Coupling
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Figure 10. Typical Normalized Near-Field Intensity Distribution
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Extraction analyses were made at different gas.dynamic/nozzle conditions
using the 2I'O/:) optical configuration, 15-em beam, and base composition. A
full parametric evalu_)tion of stagnation pressure (Pc), stagnation temperature
(Te) , and nozzle area ratio (,) over the following ranges was completed.
Pc = 0.34 to 3.4 MN/m 2 (50 to 500 psla)
i il T = 1100 to 1600°K
C
=- 10 to 40
The results are shown in figures 12 and 13 in the form of cavity specific
power vs Pc for various area ratios at temperatures of 1600, 1500, 1300, and -.-.
1100*K, respectively. From these figures, it may be observed that the maximum
specific power for low area ratio systems occurs at lower stagnation pressures.
Also, the specific power advantage of high (and Pc combinations decreases as
cavity stagnation temperature is reduced.
Additional parameters required for the cavity characterization are the
cavity pressure recovery and cavity exit Mach number. The diffuser per-
formance is a function of the cavity exit Mach number and total pressures, which
are obtained from the gas kinetics code and are presented as a function of nozzle
area ratio in figure 14. The substantial total.pressure loss in the cavity occurs
because of the energy addition from the frozen vibrational levels to the supersonic
flov¢ field. In addition, there is a significant total pressure loss because of the
boundary layer in the small grid nozzles.
Diffuser
.¢
The compressor power required to recompress the gas to the nozzle
stagnation condition in the closed-loop GDL is a direct function of the total pres-
sure recovery of the supersonic flow diffuser. Therefore, to increase the cycle
thermal efficiency, it is necessary to obtain the best diffuser performance possible.
Maximum diffuser performance is obtained by compressing the supersonic
flow in a converging passage through a series of weak oblique shocks until as
low a supersonic Mach number as possible is achieved. Then the flow is further
compressed through a series of bifurcated normal shocks in the throat section
until subsonic flow is achieved. The subsonic flow is diffused in a diverging
passage until a Mach number of approximately 0.2 to 0.3 is reached. Low
supersonic Mach numbers from an initially high Mach number (4 to 5 in GDL
systems) can be achieved with an area reduction of approximately 4 to 6 from
the entrance to the throat.
"2he major fact¢)r limiting diffuser performance is the behavior of the
boundary layer flow. Because of the grid nozzle arrays and the high aspect
ratio laser cavity (width/height), boundary layer is a significant portion of the
flow stream. The boundary layer is a region of relatively low kinetic energy
and, consequently, is detrimental to high diffuser pressure recovery. Therefore,
boundary layer control devices, such as wall suction or injection, are required to
remove or energize the low energy flow.
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Figure 12. Effectof CavityStagnationPressure on Performance
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_: The Boeing Company, in their closed-cycle GDL Experimental Program
(Ref.. 1), d_monstrated that diffusers with boundary layer bleed can be deveh)pc_(J
to give acceptable recovery performance for closed-loop application. Their
tests were conducted with a nozzle array and cavity upstream of the diffuser.
The results of the Boeing study are presented in figure 15 for the nozzle/cavity/
diffuser combination, along with an estimate for the diffuser alone at 5.8_.
boundary layer bleed. JP-L also has tasted this type of diffuser with frecstream
capture of the supersonic flow. Their results are also presented in figure 15.
The heavy broken lines are file results of correlating these data• into a best fit
for 0, 6, and 20% bleed flows with a projection for a 10_, increase in performance
with additional devclopm.ent ....... "'
1.0 _ 1
!: JPL-3Y/*, Bl_ed Flow •
i
'.i JPL-5%
i .8 _ JPL-0% _.. _
_ m_:" ..... ffuser_ _'___. "Only_X_#"
\
o Boelng-5-1/27. _ '_ _ 207.
"_7 _ W.ithNozzles._--_.._aJ'""" \ _ 6"/,& Cavity
¢O .4 --
¢d
.2 - k 07.
0 1....... i ......... j..................... j ......... I
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DIFFUSER ENTRANCE flACl! NUMBER
i,'igurc 15. l)iffuser l'rcssurc Recovery
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Allhcmgh {llffuser wall I)leed is an effective nlelhc)d to reduce h, mndary htver
huihlup anti significantl.y enhance diffuser perfomnancc, this scheme WOL|Ldrequire
an adtlitional compressor ,mcl heat e×changer to rec,mdltlon the bleed flow before
_t in returned to the main loop, Extensive model testing on low eontraeticm ratio
diffttsers at L_TRC anti hot l'h)w GI)I, cavities at Fltl)C has showil that endwall
ancl sidewall injection Is an equally effective metht)d to energize the boundary layer
amt improve the diffuser performance. An advantage of the injection method is
that the working fluid may be at the same temperature anti pressure as the tluicl
supplied to the nozzle array. This reduces the system complexity by eliminating
the need lior additional compressors mad heat exchangers. The resulting design .....................................
is simple and within the present state-of-the-art.
tilt.,
The performance capabilities for cliffusers with injection flow were assumed
equal to that achieved for systems with bleed flow. As discussed in the previous
par.agraph, this asstanption is consistent with hot flow experiments tm GI)I, cavities
operating at lower recovery factors; however, this assumption should be experi-
mentMly substantiated during ghe diffuser development program reeommencled in
the technology confirmatiori section, if the experimental data indicate unacceptable
performance is attahxed-with boundary Layer injection, then the system cart be
mollified to use boundary layer bleed with the associated ackled system complexity_
The performance levels of 4iffuser systems with boundary layer bleed are shown in
figure 15. The performance level estimated for the injection system has been
replottecl as a function of injection flow and Math number and is shown in fig-
ure 16.
Althoughhighcontractionratiodiffusersresultin good steady-stateper-
formanee levels, thehigh contractionratiomakes itdifficultforthe diffuser
-' to "swallow" the starting normal shock. Therefore, some type of variable area
•; system is re(luircd to allow starting arid provide the efficient transition tt, steady-
state operation.
A movable centerbody is one nletlmcl of area modulation, but this type of
device has severe problems associated with cooling anti actuation.
Another method of area modulation is by use of movable sidewalls aIong
the full length of the diffuser. Ilowever, this concept requires extensive use of
actuators anti efficient sealing devices, which result in complexity and weight
penalties.
The most attractive method of diffuser area moclulaticm is by" means of
a bypass bleed door located upstream of the diffuser throat, l)uring the starting
sequence, most of the cavity llow is diverted arouml the diffuser to enstlre that
the shock is "swallowed" and stabilized in the throat section. The bypass flow
eventually reenters the system in the subsonic section t)f the diffuser through
another moval)le door.
The diffuser configuration selected was a conventional design as shox_al
it. figure 17 with provisions for start bypass.
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Figure 17. Closed-Cycle Diffuser Design
Compressor
The base cycle requires a compressor discharge temperature of 1500 to
_- 1600°K for optimum laser performance. The operation of a compressor in this
_ environment can be accomplished by using either advanced ceramic materials
or advanced turbine alloys with efficient gas cooling. The cooling concept
would be similar to that of present air-cooled turbine designs, llowever, because
of the injection of the coolant flow into the main gas stream, compressor efficiency
is reduced, as shown in figure 18. This performance penalty results in an increase
in compressor horsepower, as shown in tiigure 19. Based on the performance
penalties and possible development risks associated with the cooled compressor,
an all-ceramic compressor was selected for characterization for the base cycle.
Several ceramic materials are being developed that could meet the requirements
for the high temperature compressor, including hot-pressed silicon carbide,
sintered silicon carbide, hot-pressed silicon nltride, ahm_inum nltride, sialon,
and Refel. For the compressor study it was assumed that by the year 1990,
ceramic technology would have achieved tensile strength capabilities of 276 MN/m 2
(40,000 psi) at I(100°K (2420°F). This stress level was used as the maximum allow-
able lathe compressor rotor.
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[A preliminary design sizing w_ts made for both axial and centrifugal com-
pressors to provide a basis for selection.of compressor type. Two flowratcs
were considered-one at the minimum and one..at the maximum limits of the study
correspondi.ng to the 1- and 10-Mw _ystems. An intermediate pressure ratio
was used. The results axe-shown in table II.
Table If. Compressor Configuration Comparison
Compressor Type
Axial Centrifugal
Corrected Flow, kg/s (Ibm/see) 16 (35) 79 (175) 16 (35) 79 (175)
Pressure Ratio, P3/P2 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 _'"
Compressor Diameter, cm (in.) 41 (16) 91 (30) 132 (52) 297 (117)
Adiabatic Efficiency, c_ 84 84.5 82 82.5
Rotor Speed, tad/see (rpm) 1,570.8 (15,000) 701.6 (6,700) 2,094.4 (20,000) 935.1 (8,930)
This preliminary analysis indicated that the axial compressor has performance
and size advantages at both flowrates; therefore, this type of compressor was
selected.
The axial compressor was characterized for pressure ratios of 2..0t 2.75,
and 3.5, which cover the range of anticipated pressure ratios for the base cycle.
These characteristics are sun_marized in table III; plan views of the compressors
are shown in figures 20 through 22. From these data, compressor weight, size,
and efficiency were correlated as a function of fluid work requirements (figures 23
and 24) for the 1-Mw system. The total compressor weight was established as
30_ greater than the sum of the calculated rotor and stator weights to account
: for bearings, cases, etc. Compressor scaling techniques, developed from
extensive gas turbine investigations, were used to extrapolate these data to
other flowrates.
Table ].II. Axial Compressor Parameters
ii
Pressure Ralio 2.0 2.75 3.5
- Corrected Flow, kg/s (Ibm/see) 16 (35) 1G (35) 16 (35)
Number of Stages 3 5 6
Adi.*_.baticEfficiency, _,'_ 85.2 84.3 83.3
Rotor Speed, rad/sec (rpm) 2,458.8 (23,480) 2,529.2 (24,152) 2,66_.3 (25,.180)
Disk Maximum Strcss, hlN/m 2 (psi) 276 (40,000) 276 (40,000) 276 (40,000)
Rotor and Stator Weight, kg (llhn) 32 (71, 2) 52 (._.13,7) 62 (136)
Although the compressor for the recuperator cycle opcratcs at temperatures
that do not re(luirc advanced materials or cooling, a separate compressor char-
aeterization was not generated for the recuperator cycle because the compressor
weight anti volume are relaiively small compared to the Iolal lascr loop-weight
and vohunc.
I)ucts
A preliminary estimate was made of the duct lengths as a [unction of the
manifold, cavity, and di[fuscr geometry for the base and rccupcrator cycles.
The pressure drops were characterized as a funcilon of Math numtx, r and friction
facior, which is a function of Reynolds number. Weights were based _)n ;m un-
c¢_.le(t superalloy densify of 0.0083 kg/cm3 (0.3 Ibm/In:)) with an allowable sf ress
of 35 MN/m 2 (5000 psi).
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'rile base cycle system has only one heat exchanger which is required tc,
reject the excess heat supplied by tile compressor. This heat rejection occurs at
a relatively high temperature, and for a space system the simplest heat rejection
method Is by direct radiation from the gas to the space cnvlrcmment. An inter-
mediate liquid loop system reduces weight for the recuperator cycle, with its
much lower rejection temperature.-_
Three types of geometry were initially evaluateci for the gas ducting in the
space radiator:
1. Tubes _.,
2. Tubes with fins
3. Flat duct with web strength_mers ....
PreSsure ratio P2/P1 2.0 ND 2.0 ND
Corrected flow wvr'_/_ 35 Ibm'sec 15.9 Kg/s
Rotor speed N 23,480 RPM 2459 Rad/s
Tip speed Utip 1602 ft/sec 488 m/s
I Temperature inlet T 1 1800 °R I000 OK
Temperature exit T2 2166 OR 1203 OK
Pressure inlet PI. 75 psi 0.517 bfl_'m2
Pressure exit P2 150 psi 1,035 l_/m 2
, 25 - I0- *Number of airfoils
%
20-" 8-
_ R2 i $2 R3 , S3
10 _ 4' 16'17 16 17"I
5 -- 2 --
I i i. I l l t L I
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
LENGTH, in
l , ...l _k 1 L.......l l L
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
LENGTH, cm
Figure 20. Three-Stage Compressor
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Those are shown schematically in figure 2.5. The analysis meihods developed
i. by Mackay (Reference 2) were used to evaluate each configuration over a range
of geometric sizes to establish surface area, gas flow length, weight, anti
pressure drop. Tile evaluations were conducted at a gas inlet Mach number
of 0.1 and for typical heat rejection levels for the base cycle. Columbimn
was used for the radiqtor material because of the higll gas ten, peratures.
CroBa Sectional c,eometry
" 000 -
Figure 25. Space Radiator Concepts
The results of this evaluation indicated that the simple tube arrangement
with no fins and having a tube diameter of 6 cm (2.4 in.) was the optimum con-
figuration. This configuration was characterized by a weight-per-unit area
parameter (W/Aeff} of 1.6 kg/m 2 (1.35 lbm/ft2 ) with a pressure drop of 2._./,.
No allowance was made for meteoroid protection, i1
' Tile effective area of the radiator was characterized using an equation
developed by Glassman and Stewart (Reference 3) which defines the area as !
a function of the inlet and exit wall temperaturcs, film coefficient, sink tem-
perature, and gas flowrate. The weight of the radiator system can thus be
established by the surface area and the W/Aeff parameter, [x,V/Asurf = t. (; kg/m 2
(1.35 lbm/ft2)].
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Optimization of the recuperator cycle requires that tile following addliion_fl
components be eharacteriz_d ,'rod Included. in the systems synthesis model:
1. Recuporator
2. IIeat sink heat exchanger system (gas-to-liquid he_ exchanger
and liquid space radiator)
:3. ih_at source heat exchanger.
Models of the gas-to-gas recuperator, a plate-fin-type heat sink heat ex-
changer, and a tube-fin-type heat source heat exchanger were established on --,
the bases of effectiveness/exchanger units method developed by Kays ancl Londc,._
(Reference 4). The space radiator area.was calculated using the method described
for the base cycle radiator. While only one configuration for each heat exchanger
was included in the systems model and was not necessarily the optimum for the
final design, the effects of each component on the overall system could still be
determined.
A summary of the design parameters and characterizations of these com-
ponents is presented iu table IV.
Table IV. Recuperator Cycle Component Design Parameters
iieat Sink IIeat Exchanger
Type Plate-Fin (Gas to I,iquid)
Effectiveness 0.95
:_ Volume Reference 4
Pressure Loss, _( Reference 4
We ight C al cul ated ,
Radiator
Area Reference 3
Weight, kg/m 2 (lbm/ft2) 29 (0.6)
Emissivity O.9
Sink Temperature, °K (°R) 273 (460)
Recupe rater
Type Plate-Fin (Gas to Gas)
Effectiveness 0.9
Velum e Referep.ee 4
Pressure Loss _Reference 4
We tght C ale uI at ed
lleat Source lleat Exchanger
Type Finned-Tube (Liquid to Gas)
Effectiveness O. 46
Volume Referetme 4
Pressure Loss Reference 4
Weight Calculated
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Table IV. l_eeuperator Cycle Component l)csign l_aP'lnmtcrs (Continued)
Ilea!Source
Type t'nshiehled Nucl c,a r Re ac to r
Weight, kg/kw (lbm/kw) 0.98 (2.17)
Prime Mover
Type Space Brayton Power Cycle
•! Weight, kg/kw (Ibm/kw) :30 (66)
? Thermal Eft'icieney, _[ 25
lleat Source and Prime Mover
Although an analysis of the compressor drive and heat source was not
required by the contract Statement of Work, a cursory evaluation was made to
permit weight/power comparisons to be made between the base and recuperator
cycles. The characterization of the heat source and prime mover is of major
importance because their combined weights could be as much as 80(_' of the
total system weight. IIowevcr, a detailed analysis of tlmse components was
outside the scope of this study. An analysis of a ]3rayton power-conversion
module for this type of application can be found in Reference 5. This system
uses an unshielded nuclear reactor for the treat source.
The characterizations for the heat source and prime mover u_cd in this
parametric study were derived from Reference 5 and are summarized in
table IV. The effects of prime mover thermal efficiency on the absolute value
of total system weight could be significant, bu_. were not considered in this study.
" Optimization of Base Cycle
Using the previously developed component characteristics, a parametric
evaluation of the 1-Mw base closed-cycle GDL system was performed. This
analysis included performance, weight, and geometry assessment of the systcm
as a function of the major design variables.
The effects of nozzle area ratio, nozzle stagnation temperature, nozzle
stagnation pressure, beam diameter, diffuser injection flow, and gas composition
on the system weight, volume, and compressor horsepower requirements were
calculated using a systems synthesis coctc. The laser loop weight, calculated
by the code, included the laser device (manifold, nozzles, cavity, and diffuser),
a direct gas space radiator, the compressor, antl the gas flow ducttng system.
The total system voltane is the sum of the box volumes of the aforcmentionccl
components. The absolute values of the weights and volmnes calculated by the
code are not necessarily consistent with the final conceptual design {because of
the more detailed analysis), bui were considered satisfactory for paramett'le
optimization,
Several second order design parmneters were optimize(I initially using ihe
preliminary cavity operating conditions of nozzle stagnalhm pressure, I'e
2.07 MN/m 2 (300 psia), nozzle siagnation tempt,rature, Te - 1600°I':, and
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II()zz|t, _li't,:_ i':liio t t ',H), The sec()ndary design p:lramc,ters of beam (iiamc,ter,
re'as(:()relic)sift(m, ,'ln(I (lil'fum, r ivi.i(_ciion flc)w wc,L'(, sc,l(,c;tc,(I()n tim I)asis of life) -
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(,on(]ili()il_. "lho iili13illlum Ii()rst,p()wur c¢)n,lili(m (l()es nol rmcessaril.y rf._sult
in (he iliinill_tllll ]_ls(,l' 1()()1)wetghi :lilt] V()]ume,. Ilowc'ver, HillC.,e the weight lint]
v()lml_(' I'()J' Ih(, laser system tire small eompare(I t¢) that anticipiltc,d for the
pl'illle lli()VC'l' t Ihc' C()ll/pl'essor hc)rsel)¢)wer was consiclered the dominant parameter
ill Ihe s.yslc'm ()l)li|_liz;_ti()n.
The ei'l'eet of diffuser injection flow on compressor horsepower requirc-
0 *
ments is preseniecl in figurc_ .() f()r a range of flows from 0 to 25_Y,. The effects _.
on laser h)()p weight and volm)le are prescntc, d in figure 27. Total system weights
vary less Ihan Y;i ()vet ihis range, while system volume varies abc)ut 10_. The
nlinillltlm horsepower occurs at 8"_ injecii_m flow.
'i'he ell'eel ()f beam (liamcter Oll con_prcssor horsepower requirements is
presenied in figure 2,_ for a beam (liameter range of 9 to 20 cm. The effects on
laser loop weight anti volume: are presented in figure 29. The rain.in:urn horse-
power occurs at a t)eam cliameter of 13 cm, while the minimum weight and volmne
occur at beam (line, clefs ()f 11 anti 9 cm, respectively. The selection of a lt_-em
beam (limneter resulis in a weight penalty of less than 5_;_anti an estimatecl volume
penalty ()f approximately 25_;,:for the closed cycle laser system. More cletailed
volume analysis in Task II indicated that the volume penalty with the "'l.2,_._-.l_m_
was s ignil'iemHly less than the cstimatecl o_.v'
The effect ()f I_as composition on compressor horsepower requirements is
presenieclin figure 30. The minimum horsepower occurs withN2/CO2/ll20
-' mole fractions of 0. 91/0. 08/0. 01, respectively. Since this composition gives
::': the highest specific power" (shown previously under cavity characterizations),
' Ihe minimum weight am'. volume system also occurs at this gas composition.
[!sing the selected values of beam diameter, diffuser injection flow, and
gas composition, a complete parametric analysis to determine the interactive
effects of nozzle stagnation pressure and temperature and nozzle area ratio
was completed for the following ranges:
l)c 0.34 to 3.4 MN/m 2 (50 to 500 psia)
T c II00 to 1600°I<
, 10 to 40
The results, as a function of area ratio and temperature, are presented
in figure 31. The: chamber pressure, Pc, was selected as the value that gave
the highest cavity specific power for a given ¢. These optimum l)c'S at selected
, 's are indicated in figure 31. The cavity optical length as a function of the
major design varial)les (I)c:, Tc, anti , ) is presented in figure 32 for the area
ratios thai give minimum horsepower at each temperature. Although the I(;00°K
anti 0.7 MN/m2 (10(! psia) at area ratio of 20 is the opUmum condition, the
1500°K, 1.03 MN/m 2 (150 psia) point at area ratio of 20 was chosen as a
compromise between lhe most efficient cavity temperature (1600_I<) anti {he
desire to operate at a lower temperature from tile structural anti metallurgical
standpoint. The slightly higher chlm_ber pressure was sclecte(Ito significantly
reduce cavity length wilh only aminor effect on performance. As shown in fig-
ure 21, this temperature results in it 3.9c; increase in tile ecm_pressor power
requirement,_ over lhe I(;00°K cavity temperature.
Since there is some concern about the corrosion and condensation problems
associated with the use of t_20 in the closed-cycle system, an assessment was
made of the performance penalties associated with substituting helium for the
lt20 to deactivate the lower laser level. The cavity performance was chara_tor-
lzed about the nominal base point of:
N2/CO2/lte = 57_/8_[/35%
T c = 1500OK
¢ =20
Pc = 1.725 MN/m 2 (250 psia)
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The, results arc_shown I-n figures :3:3through 35 and indicate that the maximum
specific power occurs at, 20, with a tie mole fraction of 35r_. Tlie maximum
specific pc)wcr is some 12f/, lower than that with 1120 cicactlvation. A parametric
evaluation of the compressor horsepower requirements was perfornled to de-
termine the optimum composition, cavity stagnation _cmperature and pressure t
and nozzle area ratio.
I l_ System
I
Hel£um Deaet£vat£on I
Pc m 1,724 lql_/m2 (250 ps£a)
q
Tc * 1500°K
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Figure 33. Effect of Nozzle Area Ratio and liellum Mole
Fraction on Performance
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The optimum cavity stagnation pressure for each nozzle area ratio was
selected from figure 36. For each optimum Pc/c combination, the compressor
power requirements of the 1-Mw helium system, as a function of helium mole
percentage and cavity stagnation temperature, were calculated.
These results are presented in figure :36 for the Pc: _ combination of
1.03 MN/m2: tO (150 psia: 10), figure .27 for the 2.07 MN/m2:20 (300 psla: 20)
combination, anti figure 38 for-the 2.93 MN/m2:30 (425 palm 30) combination.
From these curves, the optimmu helium mole percentage was selected
to reflect minimum compressor power: requirements as a function of cavity _..
stagnation temperature. These are presented in figure 39. The mlnimtun
horsepowc_ occurs at 35_ helltm_ by mole, Pc = 1.03 MN/m2 (150 psia),
¢ = 10, and T c ==1000°K.
The helium system optimizes at a lower arcs ratio because the ratio of
specific heats is higher, permitting expansion to a lower cavity static temperature
when compared to lI20 systems at the same area ratio. Table V shows that
the same cavity temperature can be obtained at a lower nozzle area ratio for
the lie system.
A comparison of the minimtuu horsepower points vs cavity stagnation
temperature is presented in figure 40 for the II20 and lie systems. The helitm_
system requires 23°,{ more horsepower at the minimum condition of 1600°K.
If the cavity temperature were reduced to 1250°K, which would permit
an uncooled metal compressor instead of a ceramic design, the horsepower re-
quirement woul.d be increased 15g over the minimtm_ value for the tI20 system.
: The helium system at 1250°K would require 63_ more horsepower than the
minimum II20 value.
As figure 40 shows, the use of helium instead of II20 at the selected design
temperature of 1500°K would result In a 20_ increase in compressor power re-
quirements. For this reason, gas constituents of N2, CO2, and II20 werc used
in establishing the conceptual design.
A comparison of the system size and oscillator equivalent Fresnel number
is shown in table VI as a function of cavity stagnation temperature for the selected
tl20 system.
A low Fresnel number is desirable to provide good mode discrimination
and to ensure that only low order modes _re established, llowever, in this
case, as shown in table VI, the lowest Frcsnel ntm_bcr point is not the optimum
from a system performance standpoint.
A stmm_ary of the selected base cycle design point is given in table VII,
along with a schematic of the 2U0/3 optical configuration. This configuration
was selected because it provided the highest cavity specific power, as dis-
cussed previously. The oscillator geometric coupling is 0.9 to provide good
beam quality for hmg distance transmission.
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i Table V. Comparison of lie and lI20 System
:,_ Cavity Static Temperatures
i Effect of Area Ratio on CavityStatic Temperature, °K ""'
System Parameters
Xne = 35_ vs XIloO = 1_
Pc 1..725 MN/'fia2 (250 psia)
Tc = 1500OK
Cavity Static Temperature, *K
Area Ratio lie It20
10 406 491
20 306 389
30 258 340
40 223 309
J
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Table Vl. System Charac.(_,rlsties (_omparisons
Cavity Equiva lent
Stagnat ion Compressor Cavity Fresnel
Temperature Power Length Number
,'_ °K (oR) z<_(liP) m (ft) _ a_
[! 2MZ _ L ,.
i: 1600 (2880) 22,968 (30,800) 8.38 (27.5) 2.57
1500 (2700) 23,862 (32,000) 6.35 (20.8) 3.39
1300 (2340) 25,727 (34,500) 7.11 (23.3) 3.03
II00 (1980) 29,381 (39,400) 15.75 (51.8) 1.37
M s magnification • 3.16
a • beam radius = 6.5 cmA
h L o length of oscillator
"l'_ll)le Vii. Base (;los¢,d-C,yc'lc, I),'_ihnl I_-I,I
Power, .' 1_ I.
Cavity Spe.clfic Power, Kw-s/Kl. (Kw-s/Ib) 22.9 (IO.4)
Compressor llorsepower, Kw (lIP) 23723 (I1800)
_ Cycle Themnal Efficiency, .." l.O_,
_' Laser/Power Source Eff icleztcy, 'I_ 4.22
[[I;" Stagnation Pressure, MN/m 2 (psia) 1.03 (150)
i'
_: OK (oR) 1500,, Stagnat ion Tempe rature, (27O0 )
I XN2/XCO2/X1120 , Mole Fraction .91/.O8, .Of
Nozzle-Area Ratio .............................................. (" 20
Cavity Flow Rate, Kgls (Ibmlsec) 43.6 (96.2)
Percent Diffuser Injection Flow % 8.0
Compressor FlOw Rate, Ibm/see Kg/s (Ibm/sec) 47.1 (103.9)
Beam Diameter, cm 13.0
Cavity Length in Optical Direction cm 618.6
Cavity Width, cm 14.86
Cavity Flow Length, cm 127.
Diffuser Length, cm 66.3
Optical Configuration, 2UO/3
Duct Mach No. 0.3
Optical Configuratlon Schematic
2UO/3
I I
I--, - _ _ Output Beam
-
I_'_'I "'I" "f Nozzle Exit Plane
- ....... I ......... I I "
:A schematic of the base closed-cycle system is shown in figure 41 with
appropriate flow, temperature, and pressure conditions. A pressure loss of
1.5_ was used for the heat sink heat exchanger, as determined frt)m the direct
hot gas radiator optimization.
Diffuser Injection Flow
............ _f = 7.7 I_- 103.9
-'_"_it-;7;7_y /.__1 'r- 2700P= 47.1 .................................................................
Wc • 96.2 Diffuser
_ - 2oo _ , -.
I Heat.Sink
Heat
Exchanger
F _ • lo3.9
I! T = 2700
P • 153.9
.
'-_ _
- - I Source .....
L.. ....... -.J
Power, 1 Hw
~ lb/sec
T ~ OR Cavity Specific Power, I0.4 Kw-sec/Ib
p 4 pals Nozzle Area Ratios 20
F.igure41. Base Closed-Cycle Configuration
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l{ecuperator.Cycle Optimization
The recuperator cycle, shown schematically in figure 42, reduces tile
horsepower requirements of tile compressor from that of the base, cycle by
reducing tilt: compressor inlet temperature. This is achieved by transferring
heat from the compressor inlet side of the gas loop to the compressor discharge
with a recupcrator, in addition to the overboard heat rejection. Since this heat
exchange process is less than ideal, a heat source is requircd to return tile gas
to the laser cavity stagnation temperature.
Because the heat sink heat exchanger is located downstream of the re-
cuperator, the gas temperatures at the heat exchanger are much lower than in --"
the base cycle. The surface area of a direct gas radiator, like the one used
in the base cycle, increases significantly as the gas operating temperature
approaches the radiator sink temperature.. Thus, it becomes impractical to
use a direct space radiator in the laser closed loop due to the increase in size
and gas side pressure loss.
A gas-to-liquid heat exchanger system, in which an organic fluid such
as toluene Ls used to cool the gas and, in turn, is cooled in a space radiator,
provides a lower overall system weight and volume. Both the closed-loop heat
exchanger and the space radiator are reduced in size due to the higher density
and better heat transfer characteristics o1_the organic fluid.
The total system was optimized by reducing the compressor exit tem-
perature to lower the horsepower requirements until the total system weight
I reached a minimum. As explained in the optimization approach, the laser
device design conditions for this cycle were the same as those established in
: the base c_,cle optimization. The total system weight consists of the laser loop
total weight plus the prime mover and heat source weights. The weight char-
acterizations of the prime mover and heat source were described previously.
The effect of compressor exit temperature on horsepower, laser loop weight,
and total system weight is presented in figure 43. As compressor exit tem-
perature is reduced, compressor inlet temperature approaches the radiator
sink temperature and the heat exchanger and radiator sizes increase rapidly
offsetting the reduction in compressor drive power source weight. A com-
pressor exit temperature of 556°K (1000°R) was selected for the design point
as a compromise between minimum horsepower anti minimum total system
and laser loop weight.
This low compressor exit temperature allows the use of an uncooled,
metallic, state-of-the-art compressor design and eliminates the need for thc
advanced technolok'y ceramic design which was selected for the base cycle_
A summary of the design parameters for the recupcrator cycle is given
in table VIII anti a cycle schematic, with the gas stream temperatures and
pressures given at critical locations, is shown in figure 42.
Cycle Comparison
A:, shown in .tables VII and VIII the rccuperator cycle has a thermal
efficiency approximately 2.5 times that of the base cycle, and a laser/power
source efficiency almost three times greater.
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• Tablo VIII. ('lo,q_d-C.yele Design Point - 1-..Mw liecuporator Cyelo
L
• Performance Parameters Summary|Jim _ ,
PoWer, Fw 1.0
Cavity specific power, Kv-sJgg (gw-sec/lbm) 22.9 (10.39)
CompresSor power, KW (lip) 8800 (11801)
Heat rejection requirements, Kl/s (8tu/Sec) 14,400 (13_7)
lleat source requirements, KJ/s (Btu/sec) 6600 (6262)
Stagnation pressure, HN/m2 (peia) 1.03 (150)
_z Stagnation temperature, OK (OR) 1500 (2700)
Composition, (XN2/YW, o2/XH20) .91/.08/.01
': NoZzle Area Ratio 20
!
Cavity flow rate, KE/a (Ibm/see) 43.6 (96.2)
'! Beam diameter, cm 13
Optical configuration 2U0/3
Cycle thermal efficiency, % ELaser/Elnpu t 2.40
...... 7.- -'PLaSer/power source ettxcxency, . YLaser / Comp & llex 6.5
Laser/compressor power efficiency,% PLaser/Pcomp 11.4
Device Parameters
Cavity length in optical direction, cm 619
Cavity width, cm 14.86
Cavity flow length, cm 46.0
Diffuser flow lengt_h, cm 127
Cavity recovery 0.47
Diffuser recovery 0.67
Percent diffuser injection flow, 7. 8.0
Diffuser inlet Math number 3.81
Diffuser exit Math number 0.2
Com_redSor Reuuirements
Power requirement, Kw (Hp) 8800 (11801)
Pressure ratio 3.42
Inlet pressure, MN/m2 (psla) .30 (44.3)
Exit pressure, _q/m 2 (psia) 1.O4 (151.6)
Inlet temperature, OK (OR) 380 (683)
Exit temperature, OK (OR) 556 (I000.)
Efficiency 0.852 (39.55)
Flow rate, Kg/s (Ibm/see) 47.13 (103.9)
Corrected flow rate, Kg/s (Ibm/see) 17.9 (39.55)
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Table VIII, Closed-Cycle l)eslgnl)oint -L-Mw Rceuperat<)_ Cycle (Continued)
llestBxahanger Parameter$
treat Sink Heat Exchanger
Heat transfer rate, KJ/S (Btu/sec) 1_00 (13657)
Effectiveness 0.95
Gas inlet temperature, oK (OR) 665 (1197)
GaS exit temperature, OK (°g) 380 (683)
Coolant exit temperature, OK (OR) 606 (1092)
Coolant inlet temperature, OK (OR) 364 (656) *-
Gas inlet preSst, re, _q/m" (psia) .307 (44.6)
Gas flow rate, Kg/s (lbm/Sec) 47.13 (103.9)
Gas pressure loss, % • 0..590.85
Chot/Ccold
Radiator
< Heat transfer rate, KJ/s (Btu/sec) 14400 (13657)
i Inlet wall temperature, OK (OR) 552 (995)
i Exit wall temperature, OK (OR) 356 (642)
Sink temperature, OK (OR) 256 (460)
Radiator emissivity 0.9
Pressure loss, % "'"
Area (both sides), m2 (it 2) 8650. (93108)
t
Reeuperator
Ef£ect£veueSs, 0.9 i
Heat transfer rate, KJ/s (Btu/sec) 45880 (43452) i
llotside inlet temperature, OK (OR) 1482 (2667)
llotside exit temperature, OK (OR) 665 (1197)
Cold side inlet temperature, OK (OR) 556 (I000)
Cold side exit temperature, OK (OR) 1389 (2500)
Hot side pressure losS, % 5.4
Cold side pressure losS, Z 0.5
Cold aide exit pressure, b_q/m2 (psla) .31 (44.6)
)lot slde inlet pressure, b_q/m2 (ps£a) 1.04 (151.6)
Math No. inlet 0.05
Heat So.urceHeat Exchanger
Heat transfer rate, KJ/S (Btu/sec) 6600 (6262)
Effectiveness 0.46
Gas inlet temperature, °K (OR) 1389 (2500)
GaS exit temperature, °K (°R) 1500 (2700)
Gas inlet pressure, b_/m2 (pain) 1.038 (150.8)
Liquid inlet temperature, OK (OR) 1630 (2934*)
Liquid exit temperature, OK (OR) 1565 (2816")
_, .55Pressure loss, /°
0.588
Ccold/Chot
• Suggested by NASA at Task I review meetln_
6O
I
, i I
The base cyelc compressor requires a drive power of 23, 7'_'..Ikw ('Hi _00 hp)
for the 1-Mw system; the reeuperator cycle requires only st 800 kw (11, x01 hp).
']'he recuperator ('yele laser loop weight is ,qppro×imately 16 times that of the
hast e vele due to the ad(litional weiicht of the recupcrator and heat source.
! llowever, when the overall system weight (assuming a nuclear heat source and
i space Brayton power cycle) is considered, the increase in laser loop weight is;i
more than offset by a decrease in power system weight. The net resu]', is a
reduction in total system weight of approxim,gtely 50% with the recuperator
system.
i
_' The results of this comparison were presented to the NASA Lewis program .-
!'
! monitors at the Task I Review on 4 December 1975. At this time, the recuperator
r cycle, with an associated heat source, was selected for the space and airborne
_,_ applications because of its lower compressor horsepower requirements and its
! state-of-the-art compressor.
!: Airborne System
i A closed-cycle system for airborne operation is essentially the same as
I ior a space application. The differences occur in the heat rejection method and
in both the heat and power source systems. The airborne system heat rejection
can be accomplished with more conventional methods than with the radiation
system required in space. The power source can be a conventional gas turbine
instead of a nuclear reactor, and a hydrocarbon burner can be used as a heat
source,
• The airborne system does not have any components different from the
:: space system that would significantly affect horsepower requirements. Since
minimum compressor horsepower was the required optimization parameter, the
airborne optimum cycle was the same as that for the space system. The only
additional analysis required was in the design of the heat rejection heat exchanger.
To determine the effects of modifying the system for airborne operation,
two candidate heat sink systems were considered:
• (]as-to-rmn air
• (_as-io-dump(,,(I water.
The weight of each system ns a function of ol)erating time is presented in fig-
ure,ll. I.:xccl)tfor ()peratingtimes of less than a few minutes, the r;Im :dr
system is c()nsideral)ly lighter than the (hlnll)e(t water system. The r;im _lir
system w_ls sized to ()l_er:_te with aPl)roximtltely 8()_;[of the aircraft dyn:_mi(.
prcssurc.
The design I)ar_,meters for the gas-to-air he,It rejection he:it exeh:mger
are given in table IX.
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Table IX. Gns-to-Alr lloalExchanger l)eslgn
IlealTransfer Rale, kw/s (Btu/see) li,400 (13,658)
Gas InletTenq3erature,"I,;CR) 665 (I,197)
Gas ExiI 'l'enll)erature , "l< CR) 380 (68:1)
CoolantInlc,t Temperature, °l,;CR) 253 (456)
Coolant Exit Temperature, 01< (°R) 500 (900)
('eel anI Air
Gas lnlel l'ressure, MN/m 2 (l,sia) 0.307 (44.6)
Gas l'lowrate, kg/s (Ibm/see) 47.13 (103.9
!::: The design conditions for all of the other components for the airbornei
,,_ cycle, with the exception of the power anti heat source, are given in table VIII.li
Although tim recuperator cycle selected for the airborne system does
provide minimtm_ horsepower, it is not obvious that it is optimum when total
system weight is considered. A preliminary analysis of the power and heat
source system for the airborne cycle was conducted even though it was not
required for this study. The following listing shows the approximate level of
performance that current technology gas turbines should produce at an altitude
: of 13, 71(; m (45,000 ft) and a Math number of 0.8.
shp/wt - 0.74 kw/kg (0.45 hp/lbm)
Fuel flowrate/shp - 0.22 kg/kw/hr (0.36 lbm/hc/hp)
Therefore, for a run time of 600 see and a horsepower requirement of
• 8800 kw (11,801 hp) the total power source weight should be in the range of
11,340 to 13,608 kg (25,000 to 30,000 lbm). This is much less than the power
source weight required for the space system. The additional power source weight
required to produce the 23,723 kw (31,800 hp) required for the base cycle would
be approximately 18,144 kg (i0,000 lbm). This extra weight is in the same range
as that for the recuperator. Therefore, an additional study, which exceeds the
scope of this program, may be warranted to conduct weight trades of the base
and recuperator closed-laser loop systems, combined with the prime mover
system, to optimize the total airborne system weight.
5- and 10-Mw Systems
As discussed in the Introduction, the objectives of Task I were the opti-
mization.of a closed-cycle GI)L system at 1-, 5-, and 10-Mw output power
levels. The approach to the 5- and 10-Mw system design was to extend the results
from the optimized 1-Mw system. This amounted to determining those com-
ponents whose performance characteristics would change with increased laser
output power. These components were then characterized for the effects of the
increascd power level. With the new performance levels incorporated, the 5-
and 10-Mw systems were evaluated. The optimmn laser design parmneters, such
as nozzle arca ratio, cavity stagn.ltion tcmperaturc, injection flow percentage,
etc., were retained from the 1-Mw system, since these optimum values do not
change with power level.
6:t
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'rile ma.ior perfc)rmance parameter ilrfl changed with increased l:lsc,r powt,r
was the cavity speeii:le power. Specific powt, r tm.rcgmecl bc,c.:msc, ()f the l(_nger
cavity opi:lt,al length anti increased l_cam intensily, which tends {o mot'¢_ c'¢_mpltdely
satur'tte the laser cavity. The c'tvity Is said to I)e saturatctl wht,n the laser 1)t,am
intenslly is high enough to stimulate emission in all the excil:ed molecules in the
gas flow. It was found that the optical configuration could be simplified un(I
beam di.'tmeter increased because of the higher beam power .'rod associated in-
creased intensity. The effects or" power level on beam (liamcl(.r _md cavity
specific power are indicated in figure 45.
The aforementioned performance effects were incorporat(xl into the system
!,: synthesis model, and the effects of higher laser output powers (5 and 10 Mw) on .-'
"', system size were determined. The results from the 1-Mw system optimizationf,
f: indicated that nozzle stagnation pressure can have a significant effect on system
weight and geometry. Therefor% the stagnation pressure was varied over the
_ range from 0.34 to 3.4 MN/m 2 (50 to 500 psia) to determine if the value selectedfor the 1-Mw system was optimum for the 5- and 10-Mw systems. The effect
! of laser output power and nozzle stagnation pressure on the total system weight
!i is presented in figure 46. The optimum pressure of 1.03 MN/m 2 (150 psia)
: is same 1-, 5-, !0-Mw systems if system weight is all that isthe for the and
i. considered, llowcver_ when the physical dimensions of the system, such as
!': cavity optical length, is considered, figure 46 shows that the 10-Mw system
ii components would exceed the dimensions of the space shuttle cargo envelope
[i and the 5-Mw system approaches it. Therefore, a nozzle pressure of 1.38 MN/m2
(200 psia) was selected as the design point for the 5- and 10-Mw systems. This
selection results in only a slight increase in total system weight (2_(), as shown
in figure 46. A summary of the design parameters for the 5- and 10-Mw space
system is presented in table X.
Both the 5- and 10-Mw system weight levels are much greater than tim
maximum allowable for airborne application_ assuming the 99,790 kg (220,000 lbm)
C5A payload capability. Therefore, no additional analysis was attempted on these
systems as airborne candidates.
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Table X. Recupc_ralor Closed-Cycle llighPower l)cslgnl)oints
Pcrform,_ncc Parameters Su,_n,ary
Power, bN 5.0 I0.0
Cavity specl££c power, Kw-s/K_ (Kw-sec/lbm) 22.5 (10,27 23,1 (10.57
CoRpressor horsepower, Kw (hp) 44,500 (59,651) 86,5_15 (I}6,O00)
}lent reJectlon requirc:,e.ts, KJ/s (Btu/sec) 72,750 (68,953) 141,650 (134,25S)
Beat source requirements, KJ/s (btu/st'c) 33,250 (31,515) 65,115 (61,7177
Stngnatlon pressure, ,'_/m2 (_sln) 1.38 (2OC 1.38 (200)
Stat_natiou temperature, OK (°g) 1500 (2700) 1500 (2700)
Composit fen, ×N2/×Co2/XII20 .91/.08/.01 .91/.081.01
Noszle area ratio 20 20
Cavity flow rate, gg/s (ibm/see) 221 (488) 431 (950)
Bear dim_etcr, cm 25 35
Optical configuration, UO/2 gO/1
Cycle ther1,al cfflciency, % 2.37 2.43
Laser/power source efficiency, 7. 6.4 6.6
Laser/compressor power efficiency, % 11.2 ............... 11.6
L
Device Parameters
i Cavity len_,th in optical direction, OR 1224 1702
i Cavity width, cm 28.5 40
Cavity flow length, cm 82.0 112.0
( Diffuser len_;th, cr,l 244.0 342.0
Cavity recovery, 0.463 0.468
Diffuser recovery, O. 670 O. 670
Percent diffuser inJection flow, 7. 8.0 8.0
Diffuser inlet Mach number, 3.81 3.81
Diffuser Exit linch number, 0.2 0.2
Compressor Parameters
_: Horsepower requirement, Kw (hp) 44,500 (59,6517 86,535 (i16,O007
Pressure ratio, 3.42 3.42
Inlet pressure, _/m 2 (pals) 0.407 (59.1) 0.407 (59.17
Exit pressure, _tN/m2 (pain) 1.393 (202.17 1.393 (202.17
Inlet temperature, OK (°g) 379 (682) 379 (682)
Exit temperature, OK (OR) 556 (I000) 556 (I000)
Efficiency, 0.852 0.852
Flow rate, Kg/s (Ibm/see) 239 (527.0) 465 (10267
Corrected, flow rate, Kg/s (ibm/see) 68 (150.37 133 (293)
fleetl;xchm_ger Parameters
lleat Sink Ileal.Exchnnp,er (t;ss-to-Liquld) 5 Mw 10 bf_
(finned-tube)
}teat trnnsEcr rate, KJ/s (Btu/scc) 72,750 (68,9_3) 141,650 (134,258)
Effectiveness, 0.95 0.95
GaS inlet temper.ture, el" (°R) b65 (1197) 665 (1197)
Gas cxlt temperature, OK (oR) 379 (682) 379 (6_27
Coolant exit teL_pernture, OK (°R) 607 (1092) 607 (1092)
Coolant inlet tel_perature, OK (OR) 364 (655) 364 (655)
Coolant, _,onolsopropylbi_henyl HIPB HIPB
Gas inlet pressure, _LN/R_ (psLa) 0.410 (59.5) 0.410 (59.5)
Cas flow rate_ }:;;/s (Ibm/see) 239 (527) 465 (1026)
Gas pressure loss, 7. 0.6 0.6
Chot/Ccold, 0.85 0.85
Table X. Recuperator Closed-Cycle liigh Power l)osign Points (Continued)
Radiator
Ileat transfer rate, KJ/s (Btu/sec) 72,750 (68,953) 141,650 (134,258)
Inlet wall temperaturo, OK (OR) 553 (995) 553 (995)
Exit wall temperature oK (OR) 357 (642) 357 (642)
Sink temperature, OK _°R) 256 (460) 256 (460)
Radiator emissivity, 0.9 0.9
Pressure loss, Z ......
Area (both sides), m2 (ft 2) 44,108 (474,775) 85,554 (920,900)
i
Recuperator (plate-fin)
!i "
_ Effectiveness, 0.9 0.9
! Heat transfer rate, KJ/s (8tu/sec) 232,604 (220,614) 452,384 (429,064)
Hot aide inlet temperature, oK (°g) 1482 (2668) 1482 (2668)
i'- Hot side exit temperature, OK (OR) 665 (1197) 665 (1197)
Cold side inlet temperature, OK (OR) 556 (1000) 556 (1000)
Cold aide exit temperature,°K (OR) 1389 (2500) 1389 (2500)
_ Hot side pressure loss, % 5.3 5.3
Cold side pressure loss, % " 0.5 0.5
_Ot side inlet pressure, HN/m2 (psia_ 0.433 (62.8) 0.433 (62.5)
i Cold side inlet pressure, MN/mz (psia) 1.393 (202.1) 1.393 (202.1)
Heat Source Heat Exchanger (finned-tube)
Heat transfer rate, KJ/s (atu/see)
Effectiveness, 33,250 (31,515) 65,115 (61,717)
Cos inlet ten_perature, oK (OR) 1389 (2500) 1389 (2500)
Gas exit temperature, °K(°R) 1500 (2700) 1500 (2700)
Gas inlet pressure, _/m 2 (psta) 1.387 (201.2) 1.387 (201.2)
• Liquid inlet temperature, OK (oR) 1630 (2934) 1630 (2936)
Liquid exit temperature, OK (OR) 1565 (2817) 1565 (2817)
_ HOt side fluid, Lithium Lithium
: Pressure loss, _ 0.6 0.6
Ccold/Cho t 0.59 0.59
TASK II- CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
Objective
The objective of this Task is to supplement the design definition of the
closed-loop laser system, selected from the parametric cycle optimization
study, by conducting a conceptual design of each major component. The con-
ceptual design provides a technology assessment of critical design areas,
identification of component materials and weights, and definition of the system
packaging configuration.
Approach
The system conceptual design is the second step in evaluating system
feasibility using the data generated in the parametric cycle study, l)uring this
Task, a cursory design analysis and component configuration evaluation was
performed to assess the criticality of the components that perform the defined
thermodynamic functions. The reeuperator cycle selected for both space and
airborne applications was evaluated by conducting a conceptual clesign stuth'
of each major component. System package arrangemonis were stutiie_] |)V
integrating the respective components into a et)nfigurati,m eompatihl,, witl_ It_,
operating environment and with the envelope of typical enrri(,r v('hi('l(',%
l
G round Rult,s
The followlngguidelineswere establlshedfor/he conceptual(leslgnstudy
folh_wlnga review of the rcsullsfrom the par_mletrlcc;yc.]c,(_ptimizali(m.
• The l-Mw recuperatorcycle was selectedforboth the space
!, and airborneapplications.
} • Generate size and weight estimates for the 5 and I0 Mw systems.
• The component design will be based on 1990 technology aml
component critical aspects will be defined.
o The space system will be arranged for transporting in the
space shuttle, with multiple flights if necessary.
o The airborne system will be arranged for the C5A aircraft
cargo capacity and containment envelope.
. The heat source and heat sink are extraneous to this system
study, with energy supplied or extracted by way of heat ex-
changers within the loop.
Subsequent subsections of this report present descriptions of the overall
recuperator cycle designs for the space and airborne applications and the
starting, shutdown, and storage procedures, with the associated equipment
• required for each. In addition, detailed descriptions of the major component
designs are presented.
General Description of the Selected Rccuperator Cycle
The Task I parametric optimization study defined the component require-
merits and general configuration for the closed-cycle GI)L system. The optimum i
cycle selected in Task I was the recuperator cycle with heat source, which
includes the following components listed in the order in which they occur in the
flowpath:
1. Manifold/nozzle/cavity - provides the flowpath through which
the laser gases arc expanded to provide a lasing environment
and power is extracted
2. Diffuser - converts the kinetic energy of the working fluid
coming from the cavity into static pressure
3. Recuperator - transfers some of the diffuser exhaust heat to
the compressor discharge
4. lteat sink heat exchanger - rejects the excess heat from the
laser gases
5. Muttiple-stage, axial-flow compressor - circulates and
pressurizes the medium
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6. Recuperator - heats the compress_)r discharge by recovering
diffuser exhaust heat
7. lIeat source heat exchanger - heats the laser gases to the tem-
perature required at tim nozzle inlet
_. Optical system - extracts the laser power using two unstable
i oscillator passes aml three amplifying passes. The system
_ uses five auto aligning mirrors as well as an aerodynamic
i window, which allows the beam to pass from the low-pressure
i! region of the cavity to ambient pressure. -
9. Combination laser gas conservation and start system - includes
a vacuum pump, filter, and tank with appropriate valving.
A conceptual schematic showing relative sizes of components is shown in fig-
ure 47.
Space System Description
A closed-cycle GDL system for a space application would most likely be
ferried into orbit with the space shuttle. Cost considerations make it desirable
to minimize the number of trips required to get the total system into space and
to limit the amount of assembly work that must be performed in orbit. It wot_ld
be desirable to send the entire laser closed loop, fully charged and assembled,
into orbit in one trip. Special consideration was given in the space system design
to achieve these goals within the following constraints and envire.._.mental con-
ditions:
1. A space shuttle payload limit of 27,216 kg (60,._0_0_0Ibm)
2. A space shuttle payload envelope of 4.6 by 4._6 by 18.3 m3
(1.5 by 15 by 60 ft 3)
3. Space vacuum environment
4. Lack of support structure in space
5. Stability of the total system in orbit
6. Nonuniform heating of the device due to solar radiation.
The resulting configuration and conceptual layout for the laser loop portion
of the 1-Mw space system is shown in figure 48. The package can be contained
within the space shuttle envelope; however, the laser loop total weight of 48,534 kg
(107,000 Ibm) exceeds ihc space shuttle payload capacity. A system weight summary
is provided in table XI.
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, • ) ETable XI. Closed-Cycle (,I I, System fleet of Power Level on System Weight
POWER LEVEL
I SYSTEM SIZE I Mw 5 Mw I0 MW
units Kg (Ibm) KR (Ibm) Kg (Ibm)
ITEM
CNM 753 ( 1,660) 2,776 '( 6,120) 5,307 ( 11,700)
_, DIFFUSER 6,804 ( 15,000) 64,410 (142,000) 176,447 ( 389,000)
I, RECUPERATOR 25,583 ( 56,400) 97,296 (214,500) 225,299 ( 496,700)
i
i HEATSINK 6,083 (13,410) 33,276 (73,360) 65,045 ( 143,400)i
COHPRESSOR 290 ( 640) 1,193 (2,630) 2,839 ( 6,260)
AERODYNAMIC WINDOW 136 ( 300) 263 ( 580) 367 ( 810)
HEAT SOURCE 426 ( 940) 1,420 (3,130) 2,803 ( 6,180)
DUCTS 3,_606 (7,950) 9,5_07 (20,960) 13,218 ( 29,140)
-: TANKS 4+536 ( I0,000) 22,680 ( 50,000) 45,359 ( I00,000)
OPTICS 318 "( 700_ 939 ( 2,070) I,379 ( 3,040)
TOTAL WEI(:IFF 48,534 (107,000) 233,759 (515,350) 538,065 (1,186,230)
WEICI_/Vw 48,534 (107,000) 46,720 (103,000) 53,524 ( 118,000)
The recuperator estimated weight is 25,583 kg (56,400 lbm), which means
thai it must be ferried separately. The estimated weight of the remainder of the
loop is 22,751kg(50,(;001bm). As a result, the loop could be ferried intoorbi{
in two space shuttle flights and the reeuperator mated with the remainder of the
loop in orl)it. To facilitate assembly, the l()op and reeuperator could be evacuated
and scaled prior to flight and the laser gas stored in a separate tank from which
the h)()p c()ul(I be eharged for starting. This approach is (liseusse(I in more detail
in Ihe subsection on starting concepts, if the rccuperator and heat sink heat ex-
(,hanger w¢,r¢, built using a more efficient fin and spacing arrangemeni, lhe {otal
l_lser loop weight could be reduced to 23,587 kg (52,000 ll)m) , as shown later in
t_tbic XIII. Ilowcver, the f_l)rication techniques required for this type of con- i
figuratitm mal<c its avail:fl)ility I)y the 1:)90 time period questi()n:fl)le. Thert,-
fore, it was not use(1 for the conceptual design.
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Structural lnlegration of Ihe space system is provlde<l by mounting the
components to a single pallet. It is assumed Ihat system slnblliiy to prevenl
tunll)lillg II1 space can be provided by lhe prime mover system since thai system
Is an order of magnllude larger ihan the laser loop anti w¢)uhl Itself be ,_tabilizc,d
to compensate for fluhl clynmnlc forces.
+ The space vacuum poses a special prol)lem for the aero<lynamie window,
since the optical cavity pressure Is greater ihan the 'u._l)ienl pressure. The
jet shtehl, as described in the acroclynamic window design settle)n, is utilize, el
'_ to resolve this i)roblem.
I)uring detailed design, radiation shielding of the device would be pro- ""
vided to isolate critical areas of the device from each other and the prime mover
and to prevent excessive thermals due to uneven exposure to solar radiation.
Effect of Power Level on System Size
i To determine the effects of increased power level on the closed-cycle
_: GI)L system, an estimate was made of the weights and volumes for the 5- and
t 10-Mw systems. The same design plfllosophy was employed in the higher
power level systems as was used in the 1-Mw system.
A weight summary for the 1-, 5-, and 1.0-Mw systems is provided in
table XI. The size of these larger systems is indicated in t'fl)le XII, which
summarizes the enveh)pe geometries of the 1-, 5-, and 10-Mw systems. A
weight summary for a more optimistic system (assuming the development of
a more efficient recuperator and heat sink heat exchanger) is provided in
table XIII. The effect of higher power levels on the weight and geometry of
• the individual components is shown in figures 49 through 55 and table XIV.
Starting Concept
The major obstacle in starting the closed-loop GDL is the greater pres-
sure ratio required across the cavity/nozzle diffuser for starting than for
steady-state operation. A starting pressure ratio of approximately 18:1 is
required to force a high Maeh number normal shock system through the fixed
area cavity. This pressure ratio is reduced to 3.2 for steady-state operation.
Sizing the compressor to achieve this starting requirement would result in a
severe overdestgn and compromise performance at the steady-state point. To
avoid this problem, a separate gas starting system has been conceived.
The starting concept consists of evacuating the laser loop by tank storage
of the gas so that the high starting pressure ratio can be achieved at a relatively
low absolute pressure. The components required for starting the system are
shown in figure 47. The starting system consists of a main loop shutoff valve
inserted just up.qtream of the heat source heat exchanger to isolate the com-
pressor discharge from the nozzle inlet during the start transient. A com-
pressor bypass loop is provided to pre_,ent compressor stall with the main loop
valve closed. A tank and recharging pump are provided for evacuation of the
loop and storage of the lasing fluid. The diffuser has provisions for bypassing
starting flow, as previously discussed in the diffuser description.
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Table XII. Closed-Cycle GI)L System Effec{ of Power l,_,vel
on System Geometry
ENVELOPE POWER LEVEL
DIMENSIONS
m (ft) I _ 5 M_ 10
Width 4.57 (15) 8.23 (27) 12.50 (41)
Height 4.57 (15) 8.23 (27) 12.50 (41)
Length 13.11 (43) 23.77 (78) 35.66 (117)
I Table XIII. Closed-Cycle GDL System Effectof Power Level on System Weight
! With More Efficient Recuperator and Heat Sink
I_ POWER LEVEL i
SYSTEM SIZE I Mw 5 Mw I0 Mw
units Kg (Ibm) Kg (Ibm) Kg (Ibm)
,:: ITEM
CNM 753 (1,660) 2,776 (6,120) 5,307 (1.1,700)
DIFFUSER 6,804 (15,000) 64,410 (142,000) 176,447 (389,000)
RECUPERATOR 3,883 (8,560) 19,006 (41,900) 37,149 (81,900)
HEAT SINK 2.D699(._._,950 ) 14,760 (32,540) 28,853 (63,610)
COMPRESSOR 290 ( 640) L,193 (2,630) 2,839 (6,260)
AERODYNAMIC WINDOW 136 ( 300) 263 ( 580) 367 ( 810)
HEAT SOURCE 426 ( 940) 1,420 (3,130) 2,803 (6,180)
DUCTS 3,606 (7,950) 9,507 (20,960) 13,218 (29,140)
TANKS 4,536 (I0,000) 22,680 (50,000) 45,359 (I00,000)
OPTICS 318 ( 700) 939 (2,070) 1,379 (3,040)
TOTAL WEICHT 23,451 ( 51,700) 136,953 (301,930) 313,723 (691,640)
WEIGHT/I_ 23,451 ( 51,700) 27,397 ( 60,400) 31,343 ( 69,100)
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DIi_NSIONS I MW 5 MW i0 MW
LL_ cm 46 82 112
LO, cm 619 1224 1702
CH, am 14.& 28.5 40
DM, cm (in) 40 (15.6) 90 (35.4) 126 (49.5)
WT, Kg (Ibm) 753 (1,660) 2776 (6,120) 5307 (11,700)
WT/MW 1660 (1,6b0) 552 (1,240) 531 (1,170)
Figure 49. Effect of Power Level on Manifold/Nozzle/
Cavity Size and Weight
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DI_NS KON I ._ 5 1_ 10
• AF, m2 (ft 2) 3.87 (41.7) 13.94 (;.50) 28.89 (31;.)
Vol, m3 (ft 3) 11.3 (400) 37.4 (1,322) 86.7 (3,062)
LI, m (ft) 0.636 (2.085) 1.143 (3.75) 1.69 (5.55)
L2, m (ft) 6.1 (20.0) 12.2 (40.0) 1,7.1 (56.0)
L3, m (fC) 2.92 (9.59) 2.69 (8.81) 3.0 (9.85)
Wt, K_: (Ibm) 25,583 (56,400) 97,296 (214,500) 225,299 (496,700)
Wt/MW 25,58j_(56,400) 19,459 (4.2,900) 22,530 (49,670)
["i_llre 50. l.:fft,et of Power l,ew, l on [leeupet':_tor Size
;_nd Weight- Type. 1i. I
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GAS
DI_NSION 1 _ 5 _ 10
i_ AF, m23(_t_2) 4.85 (52.2) 19.88 (214) 38.74 (417)
i: • Vol, m (ft 3) 1.71 (60.5) 8.38 (296) 16.40 (579)
L1, m (ft) 0.796 (2.61) 1.63 (5.35) 2.27 (7.44)
1,2, m (ft) 6.1 (20.0) 12.2 (40.0) 17.1-(56.0)
1.j, m (ft) 0.35/4(1.16) 0.421 (1.38) 0.424 (1.39)
Wt, Kg (Ibm) 3,883 (8,560) 19,006 (41,900) 37,149 (81,900)
Wt/MW 3,883 (8,560) 3,801 (8,382) 3,715 (8,190)
Figure 51. Effect of l_ower I,evel on l_eeuperator Size
and Weight - Type 46.45T
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DZ_NSION I _ 5 _ I0
' (ft2) 1.25 (13.5) 4.24 (45.6) 8.25 (88.8)
-_. AGAS' m2 m2 0.799 (8.6)
AL][QUII), (ft-_) 0.105 (1.13) 0.409 (4.4)
rot, mJ, (ft_) 0.22 (7.9) 0.75 (26.4) 1.48 (52.1)
_ 1.1,m (ft) 0.178 (0.585) 0.176 (0.579) 0.179 (0.586)
L2, m (ft) 1.83 (6.001) 1.83 (6.000) 1.85 (6.058)
L3, m (ft) 0.589 (t.93t) 2.32 (7.00) 4.47 (14.67)
Wt, Ks (Ibm)_.. 426 (940) 1420 (3,130) 2,803 (6,180)
WC/MN 426 (940) 284 (626) 280 (618)
Figure 52. Effect of Power Level on Heat Source Size
and Weight
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GAS "
t LIQUID
(ft 2) 6.69 (72.) 28.8 (310.) 56.6 (609)
AGAS' m2 m2 1.58 (17.0) 3.02 (32.5)
• ALIQUI_ ' (ft2) 0.307 (3.3)Vol, m (zt 3) 9.9 (350.) 54.2 (19/.5) 106.0 (3,744)
LI, m (ft) 1.48 (4.86) 1.88 (6.17) 1,87 (6.14)
L2, m (ft:) 6,46 (21.2) 11,43 (37.5) 11.46 (37.6)
L3, ra (ft) 1.03 (3.39) 2.54 (8.33) 3.22 (10.57)
WI;, K8 (lbm) 6,083 (13,410) 33,276 (73,360) 65,N45 (143,400)
WI;/I_ 6,083 (13,410) 6,655 (14,672) 6,505 (14,340)
Figure 53. Effect of Power Level on tteat Sink Size and
Weight
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..... 1
F ........ t, !
DI ...
I)IMENSION I MW 5 MW 10 _/
cm (i_l)
L1 99 (39) 193 (76) 272 (107)
It2 114 (45) 190 (75) 284 (112)
D1 411 (19) 84 (33) 117 (46)
l'igllrt, 51. IZII_'('i_,II',_ur l,vv(,1 _m ('mul)ressor Size
"! I
"x t I
H2 }13 3.5 °
tt1 _
_i_ ................!
i_ 6°
!
i: Width-1 W:Ldth-2 ....
DIMENSION 1 _fW 5 MW I0 :tW
H1, cm 14.86 28.5 40.
H2, cm 3.16 6.06 8.51
H3, cm 3.42 6.54 9.18__
LI, cm 55.6 106.9 150.
12, cm 40.9 78.8 110.6
" 1.3, cm 30.5 57.7 81.
ITOTAL, cm 127. 243.4 341.6
Width-l, cm 619. 1224. 1702.
Width-2, cm 619.52 1225. 1703.4
Figure 55. Effect of Power l,evelon I)IffuserStzL_
Table XIV. E[[ect of I_ower I,evel on Miset, llane(_us Ilar(lware W(,ight
Wt, Kg (lbm) £ MW 5 b_ 10 b_
Ducts . 3,606 (7,950) 9,507 (20,960) 13,218 (29,140)
A/W 136 (300) 263 (580) 367 (810)
Tanks 4,536 (10,O00) 22,680 (50,000) 45,359 (100,000)
The starting sequence is shown in Figure 56. The svstem is initially
evacuated to a gas pressure of approximately 0.007 MN/m 2 (0.1 psia). This
is achieved by pumping most of the gas out of the systtuu and into tile storagt,
tank while the system is dormant. The system is starte(I by bringing lhe (.(.u-
pressor up to its steady-state speed with the compressor |))'pass valve open
and lhe main loop shutoff valve closed.
8Z
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The gas storage system valve is then opened rapidly to pressurize the
nozzle plenum. The upstream volume is much smaller than the volume down-
stream of the diffuser, which results in the downstream pressure lagging the
upstremn pressure sufficiently to ,_chleve the starting pressure ratio of 18.
The heat source heat exchanger is operated to provide hot gas to the nozzles
to avoid condensation in the cavity.
Once the diffuser system has started, the system is transitloned to the
steady-state operating mode before the overall device pressure ratio (PR) falls
below that required for steady-state operation (_ 3.2 PR). This transitioning
consists of closing the compressor and diffuser bypasses and opening the main
loop shutoff valve. The gas supply/pump system is used to provide the correct .
loop pressure as the gas_temperature is increased to its steady-state value.
_' The total time required for the system to reach steady-state conditions
is 70 to 80 see, with compressor startup requiring approximately 30 sect valve
sequencing at transition about 1 see, and gas thermal transient 40 to 50 sec.
The compressor startup time was dictated by surge margin requirements.
The valve sequencing time w.as estimated from a simplified transient volume
!: filling analysis considering the system to consist of three separate volumes ]
(gas storage tank, main loop shutoff valve to nozzles, and from nozzles to main t
loop shutoff valve). The thermal transient time was estimated from a time- i
dependent energy balance analysis that divided the system into eleven mass
units (six ducts, cavity, diffuser, recuperator, heat sink heat exchanger, com-
pressor, and heat source heat exchanger). The mass an:l surface areas of the
components were estimated from the preliminary design drawings.
: Structural problems or low cycle fatigue (LCF) and undesirable deforma-
tions associated with very fast start transients diminish as transient times in-
crease. Since the above results indicate that the thermal transient for this
device is relatively long, many problems are rcduccd or eliminated. For example,
the usual thermal stress or LCF problem in the nozzles is eliminated; the problem
of maintaining small blade tip clearances in the compressor is reduced; the thermal
loads and deformations in the diffuser can be handled easier; the startup thermal
stress levels in the heat exchanger are lower than usual, and there is less thermal
shock in the sealed joints that could cause leak problems.
Shutdown Conccpt
The system shutdown cycle is basically the inverse of the start cycle;
however, it is less complicated since it is cather easy to "unstart" the diffuser.
The shutdown cycle is performed in the following sequence: (1) the heal source
heat exchanger is cycled off; (2) the compressor drive power is gradually reduced,
and the system is simultaneously scavenged by opening the pump valve and ptm_ping
the lasing fluid into the storage tank (tank isolation valves remain closed); (3) the
compressor power is cycled completely off when the nozzlt, inle! pr_,ssure is
reduced to 0.35 MN ,'m2 (50 psia); (4) the pump valve is chased and lhe pump cycled
off when lhe loop pressure reaches 0.0007 MN/m2 (0.1 psia); (5) the aev(,(h'nml_ic
wirtd¢)w let shield is cycled off and the window shutters closed; and (,;) lh(, sp:w,,
radialor is cycled off. The maip loop valve at, el the ¢,olllpl'eSs,_r b v1)ass x_ll\(' _II'('
not cycled during the system slmidown. [.'rom this condition, th(, svsit,m (.an be'
cycled back to start or (Iol_nant slorage.
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l )ol,nlant Sl()ragc,
'rlw (ml.7 pt)l(,niial l)rt)lfiom aniit, ipalt,d (luring (h)rmanl siorage inv()lvt,s
the w_tlt,r vapor (It,, m(,h, frat.llon) in lht_ h)t)li gas mixtut't:. Tin, (,qulvalt,nt
.1):1('¢_ ambient t(mll)craturc is al)()ut 11"|,' (256°K) (frt)m a radiatt()n l)al:tnce with
Ih(' slln _lll(1 Sl);l('(') a|ld t[l_, \v_lt(,|" Viqxw will tend t()cI)nlllqlS(' I)(,h)w to.ml)t_ratures
,_f al)l)rOxtmately (;()"1,' (2Xg"V.), x_hit:h (,ould cause col'rosion and ()xidali(m
i)vt)l)lc'ms within flu: h)ol).
The water conde.nsation dul'ing nonopovating periods couhl be contl'ollcd
I)y ¢)n(, of lhe following nlelh()ds..__
iil.,
I 1. 1)uving d()vmant-po, vio(Is, the space radiator can I)e posilionc(I
to r(,_,_,ivc solar radiation and keep the system tomp(,raturc
i above lh(, ,l(,w point using a small pump Io circulai(, the lasing
fluid.
2. IilcOVl}oralion of a controlled cold spot in the loop 1o induce
11.2() (:Olld('llsllii()ll and freezing al a sclet,lcd hwali()n (|ul'ing
lho (l:)l'lllall[ pevi()ds.
3. Evacualit)n ()f Ih(. 1()()1)during the dt)rmanl l)(,l'i()(I wilh Ill(' gas
slt)rt'd in a (.onlr[)lled (,nvi_mmenl lank.
'rh(, lallt,r m(,lh,)d was s(,h,t.l(:(I as being mos( COml)alibh, wi(h 111(,slavl an(1
shutd()wn |)!"()('('(lU1"('.
Ai rbo vn(_' Syslcm l)(,scrip!ion
[_(,(qitlS(: ()| ils |Ill'gO paVl(md capabilily [in (,xc(:ss of 9(I, 71.s kg (2(1(I, (1()11llhn)]
(_,)A aircraft was cht)scn for Ibis slu(ly as Ill(. t'ar-aml ('argo avt.a (ligurc 57), (he '_"
l'i('t" |o!' Ill(' ('l()s('d-(_YCle (11)!, llirbol'll(' sySlclll. '['h(, il(,ms t.tnlsi(k,l'(_d ill llu' 11i1'-
I),)vn(, sysl(,m assoml)ly and inslallation wet(':
; ]. 'J'h(' (_.tl'g() (Ioo1" ('llVl_lOpo
2. I'all(,Is f()r {h(, (h,vi('(., l() luinilui_.(, ill-(h(,-air(_r_lll _lss(,lnb]_'
l'('(ILli l'(qll{qll S
3. Sll:tl('lUl'Ii| suPl_(;rl ()i Ill(; (;I)!, (l('vi('('
|. ( '( )11i I) ll('1 I1('.'-;S
_. At'('('SS 1() (ho ('()lll|)()llL_n{S ill Ill(' ltil'('l'_.lfl
1;. ()l'it,'llllll.i()ll ()|' |}ll, ('()nlpre.ss()Y
7. ])l'_)\'isJ()llS f()r tl,c "|)l'irn(, lllOV(,l"' _,ltl(I h('a{ ('XI,:|IIIII_('I'
s. Insulal lug ill(, {li r(.rafl Ir(nn th(, (l(.vi(,(,.
! ttUALl'lT
am..
4.11 m
(13.5 ft)
L d_ 5.79 m ....
- U" (t9 _t)
["lhrllt'e 57. l,():l(ling l,;nv('l_)I)e fi_r ('5A Aircraft
'l']l(l 1-Mw, closed-c.yclc (ll)[, Systoln Imckai,_e for tho :liI'lml'lK, at,plir:tti_m,
designed to I)e compatil)le with the ('SA :lirt'r'tft, is sh,,wu in fil_ure 58. This
system package ;.tl'l'LlllI_OlllOilt will fit Ih|'_ul';h lh(' C':ll'_O d()()l' ('IlVC'l()l)P _ ;llltl iS
pallet-mount('(I It) facilitate preassembly ()ttlsi(Io tilt, ai|'c|'afl.
Access to tile device in the aircraft is optimized by lho at'rmlgemenl as
shown in figure 58. This am'angement makos all components rt, a_lilv acct,ssiblo
from either the perimeter walkways or the central platforms, o×erpt for lht,
side of lho recuperator', which is on the pallet.
Tht' (t()llll)rosst)t' is moulltod in a ft)ro all(I llfl diro(,lit|n to In ill|Ill iZ(' Iht,
el'fl, ct of aircraft IlIIIIIOLIV('I"and gust loads :ln_l It) I)l'()vido tl(,vi('(, shaft at,c('ss
llll(I pl'JlllO Illt)VOf 8DII(.'O, MOtllllJllg" t)l" Ihe ( _lll|)l'('S,'qt)l" ill this ol'Jt'lllRlit)ll illS()
lll.ovidt,s ll(.'(.rOS.'4 ft)l' the pl'illtO Ill()VOf lill(I drivt, shal't (,()llll(,('[i()ll.
It will !)o ll(,('(,,q,qal'V It) pr,)tect tilt' llil'('l'II['l h'()lll tilt' high tt'|||l)t'|'alurt's
t)[ Ill(' th'vict, I)v ill(' ttso of Jtlstllllli_)n (_t't):fflh,:;. 'l'h(, ht)t Ht,(,li_)ns ()l' tl_t, _l|'\i('t,
will I)(, jackot(,tl _)l" ('()llll)al't111('11ti/('(l wilh fl)rc,,d air cc)t)lin:,_ lhl',|llt;h lilt' i:l('l,_'l
to oX|l';it'[ lh(' wII,qto heat. All I1|'(,II of t,()ll¢'(,l'll ill Ih(, ;lil'ht_l'll_, :llqdi(';llir)ll iy;
tilt' total svsl{'lll woight. "l'ho oh,vice, as ,_h_wn, has an ,,sliluat(,|l wt,i_hI ,_1
t%_5:I I kg" (107,000 llhn), which _i_)_,sllf)t ill,'filth' the' itlstil:tt i_)ll_ ,';_lpll'|!'l ,_;1rtlt.lur|.,
I,](.'t,|l'tHlit',',lt c_)_ling dtlt'ts, |)l'[lllO IIl()Vt'l't t)|" J|('il[ St_tll't't'. 'l'_)l:d '_VSl_'llt wt'i_hl
coultl t,/Isilv t,xcot, d !)0,71_ I<g t200, OIIq lt)m).

i The effect of power on size and weight for the airborne, system is essentially
: the same as that for the space system_ since the heat sink heat exchanger is the
i only component that is different in the laser loop. It is obvious that, due to weight
lim itationst a closed-cycle GI)L greater than 1-Mw is questioned for airbf)rnt,
,; appl ie ations.
i_ The startup concept for the airborne system is the same as that for the
_i: space system. The thermal transient will be slightly shorter due to the higher
i initial temperature of the system.
,
_: The dormant storage water condensation problem of the space system should _.
i be much less severe for the airborne system, since the ambient temperature isii
_: much-higher and the device environment more easily controlled.
C,_mponent Conceptual DesignsThe functions, specifications, critical aspects, and design of each of the
t major system components are described in the following paragraphs.
Cavt W /Nozzle/Mantfold
(1) Function
The cavity/nozzle/manifold (CNM) assembly is the major component of
the GDL. It provides the flowpath through which the laser gases are expanded
to produce an optically active medium from which laser power is extracted.
The CNM must be designed to not only expand the gases to the desired Mach
:: munber for lasing, but must do dO in a manner that will avoid or minimize
ordered density gradients, i.e., shocks and expansion waves, which can sig-
nificantly reduce beam quality through refraction and phase distortion effects.
_2) Critical Aspects
The fallowing critical aspects were addressed in CNM design:
Item Effects Solution
Nonuniform Flow Density gradients in Nozzle inlet configuration
Distribution optical cavity that-re- contains flow distribution
duce beam quality network to establish uniform
flow
Nozzle Instability Nozzle fatigue failure Leading edges of nozzles
are supported. Additionai
support provided by shrouds
near midspan
Leakage Loss of the losing medium Leakage eliminated by
integral configuration
ThermMs During Distortion and possible Startup transients mini-
Startup failure of device corn- mized by a gradual heating
ponents up of the system to steady-
state conditions.
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(3) Dese rl ption
The CNM consists of three main components: the distribution manifold,
nozzles, and optical cavity. A structural concept was selected for this com-
ponent that does not contain mechanical joints, such as bolted flanges, thereby
eliminating potential fluid leakage. The selected concept provides an integral
CNM structure, fabricated by a combination of wehling and brazing using high
temperature nickel-base alloys.
i
The distribution manifold consists of a ci_cular duct that runs the length
• of the nozzle array. The manifold, nozzles, and cavity wall form an integral
i assembly with no outer structural housing, whereby the nozzles carry the hoop
._, loads from the manifold. (See figure 59.) With this nozzle/manifold concept, --'
! the manifold hoop loads can be applied in such a manner as to balance the nozzle
,.. gas bending moment to reduce nozzle stresses. Other manifold concepts were
_ considered for this application and found to have no significant advantage for
t: this relatively low pressure system. Howewr, for larger systems with higher
L_ cavity pressures, the manifold hoop loads that must be carried by the nozzles
[. become excessive and alternate approaches, stich as a dual side mounted
I manifold, must be considered.
i.
-_ A IA i
,, J
t
Section A-A
Figure 59. CNM for Space Application
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The transonic and supersonic por.tions of the nozzle are designed on the
basis of aerodynamic and kinetic requirements,, while• the subsonic portion of
the nozzle Ls designed to ensure structural integrity. An ttcrattve design•pro-
cedure is employed.to determine tlie basic nozzle design paz'ameters: nozzle
• lnviscid area ratio (,), throat height (ht), and throat radius (r*), as shown in
figure 60. The final supersonic inviscld contour is determined from a method-
I. of-characteristics flow fie_d solution technique, which defines the contour required
to ensure _hock-free expansion.
__.,,SONiACL=NGT.__,,O ....... =UP_="S2N'__%'}NCT_..__"...... _ .,•,
NOZZLE ELEMENT _. :-:::- : . .._, :__. ---...'==_--; :.---.s_--. -.--
i:i i ,!  iii!iliiii!!',i!iiiiiiii!iiiiff
ENTRA ' aOAT .EIOH,,oF
. _THROAT P¢ REGION OF UNIFORM, FLOW
SUBSONIC THROAT - p_"_--'_ !_ .... _ ...............
RADIUS OF CURVATURE, r" .--r.----_::5_%.J
/-INVISCID
_ _' ;__ ,f CONTOUR b
_iiii: .!. :::i::ii::i' :':';i'" ..:-'_ " . .ii'E:!.!:F!!i_i_;:F!_ii!!_:'_i!i' _ .__
ANGLE AND THICKNESS !
Figure 60. Nozzle Terminology t
, For peP.k output power,, the nozzles must remain at the design area ratio
:: and the correct aerodynamic contour in the supersonic sections during operation.
:_ In addition, spanwise area ratio variations within each nozzle must be limited
to eliminate.density gradients in the optical cavity that would deg=ade beam quality.
The nozzle section contains 1873 two-dimensional nozzles of the type shown
in figure 61 on a eenterline-to-centerline spacing of 0.330 cm (0..130 in.). The
nozzles have a throat height of O. 015 cm (0.006 in.), a nozzle area ratio of 20,.
a supersonic length of 0.665 cm (O. 2618 in.), and a height of 14. 859 cm (5..850 in.) ....
The nozzle segments are fed £rom the distribution manifold. (Refer to figure 59,__
Section A-A.) The individual nozzle segments are bonded together at mating
shrouds and end platforms. The network of shrouds is located upstream of the
nozzle throat to establi_sh uniform flow and provide additional nozzle stability and
control, of throat height. The long subsonic length upstream of the nozzle throat is
provided to establish a low stress nozzle and uniform flow into the nozzles.
The optical cavity structure is sized compatible with the selected 2UO/3
eptical configuration and provides for the extraction of the laser power from the
optically active medium. The cavity wall thickness is strongly dependent upon the
pressure difference betweet_ the cavity pressure and the external environment.
A solid cavity wall configuration is selected for the space system, where weight
is considered less critical, as previously shown in figure 59. For the airborne
system, a lighter weight sheet and stringer cavity wall concept are used, as shown
In figure 62. Both configurations employ the integral welded structure concept
to eliminate laser fluid leakage.
9O
L
0.2618
oon -'L WSection Showing Two Typical Nozzles 0.006 in.
"-'--Ira,,.
Flow In _
.' _ Flow Out
' Figure. 6.! ..... T_'.o,Typical Nozzles ..............................
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Optics
(1) Function
The function of the six cavity mirrors making up the 2UO/3 optical
configuration (figure 63) is to receive and direct laser radiation at the correct
wavelength through the cavity with a minimum of (1) absorbed radiation, (2) in-
duced phase distortion, and (3) beam misalignment. Four of the six mirrors
comprise the unstable resonator (UO) which must be optically figured to capture
initial spontaneous emission of radiation f.rom the flowing gas and to maintain
repeated amplification of that radiation by stimulated emission until the resonating _"
beam dominates all other stimuli competing for the available photons .....
In steady-state operation, radiation diverges from the convex mirror, is
turned by the opposing flat mirror while maintaining the same divergence angle_
Ls collimated and reflected coaxially by the concave mirror:, turned by the same
opposing flat, and divided by the hole coupler. The collimated radiation passing
• through the center of the hole coupler is reflected in a diverging fashion to repeat
li the "resonating" process. The radiation incident on the hole-coupler mirrorsurface is reflected through the cavity by two additional turning flats for a total
of.--three amplification passes.
(2) Design Specifications
Substrate Material SiC
Optical Surface Multilayer dielectric on metallized surface
,! Optical Reflectivity 99.9%
:- Optical Quality k vis/50
" Thermal Control Solid-state thermoelectric
, Operating Temperature 295°K _3 ° (70°F +5 °)
Storage Temperature 238 to 356°K (-30 to 180°F)
Ambient Pressure Space vacuUm
• Alignment (x-y tilt) piezoelectric crystal actuators
Alignment Response 2000 Hz
Alignment.Stroke +600 urad
Alignment Error Sensor lnterferometric/thin film waveguide
Electric Power Source Solar cells or aircraft supply
Thermal Dump Space radiator panels or aircraft heat sink
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(3) Critical Aspects
Item E fleets Solution
Mirror Optical Beam phase error and lligh refleel:lvity optical
Distortion power loss coatings, low iimrmal c:x-
t pansion mirror material,
active mirror thermal
conditioning
!i
: Optical Reflec- Optical distortion, power lligh durability optical
i tivity Degradation loss, increased cooling coating, oversized cooling
I requirement, catastrophic systemthermal damage of-mirrors
Liquid Coolant Mirror and coolant system Continuous coolant tern-
Freezing structural damage perature conditioning, or
solid-state thermoelectric
temperature control system
Beam Misalign- Power loss, component Active mirror alignment
meat damage system
(4) Description
The cavity optics system can be divided into the following subsystems
for the purpose of discussion.
I. Mirrors
#
2. Mount and Alignment System
:'_ 3. Thermal Conditioning System.
These subsystems, as envisioned based on 1990 technology, are discussed
' below:
• (a) Mirrors
The mirrors will be constructed from a low thermal expa..sion,
high thermal conductivity and lightweight material, such as SiC, currently
being used for advanced mirror substrates. The optical surface will be metal-
lized by vapor deposition or plasma spraying, and the metallized surface will
be diamond turned to _,vis/50 optical quality. A multilayer dielectric coating
9/_. 1will then be applied to enhance the reflectivity to greater than 99. r,
Tlle mirror surface will be processed to be fully absorbing outside i
of tile desired beam diameter to eliminate the need for independent beam shaping i
apertures in the cavity. Excessive temperature rise in the fully absorbing t
region of a mirror would Indicate gross beam misalignmenl or system mal-
function and would be caust, for automatic abort.
Current technology in mirror design (i. e., coatings, surface finish,
reflectivity) and cooling is adequate to handle the required mirror loadings
and can provide an alternative approach. The more advanced concepts em-
ployed in the design result in a smaller, lighter, and less complex optical
system.
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(b) Mount and Allg_m_cnt System
Each mirror will be actlvoly aligned during operatl_)n by piezoelectric-
type actuators with sufficient response to compensate for vibration, and with suf-
ficient stroke to compensate for structural displacement. The complete mirror
will be tilted according to the error signal generated by the alignment system.
The basic mirror mount structure, against which the actuators react, will be
constructed from a nickel alloy capable of operating within the environmental
conditions.
A solid-state aligmnent system will be based on combining integrated
optics with integrated electronics for spatial error detection and for error signal "-
generation. The components of the alignment system (figure 64) are mounted on
[: a relatively small, independent, zero-thermal-expansion platform constructed
of an advanced version of ULETMor Invar, Actuators that are similar to the
mirror piezoelectric actuators actively position the alignment system platform
with respect to the optical cavity, and an error signal that is generated by
sensing each mirror's position with respect to the alignment system activates
the appropriate mirror actuator. Fiberoptics or thin,film waveguides embedded
in the thermally stable alignment platform will allow interferometric-type
spatial measurements for alignment accuracies to fractions of a visual wave-
length. Techniques that are based on index of refraction variations of a trans-
parent crystal exposed to varying degrees of compressive stress may improve
alignment accuracies still further.
An independent calibration system designed around similar integrated
optics/integrated electronics technology could be used on command to auto-
_ mat!.cally zero the alignment system during GDL down periods. In operation,
:_ the calibration system would introduce a low power laser beam into the optical
train in the reverse or upstream direction. Photosensors would detect the char-
acter of the returning radiation to establish a zero alignment error signal by . '
electronic processing for correction of the alignment system's zero position. 1
(c) Thermal Conditioning System i
Mirror cooling and thermal conditioning will be accomplished using ,!
a thermopile dispersed throughout the mi.rror substratet and based on the !
Peltier effect. Thermoelectric cooling or heating will occur locally within the
mirror subs,rate, on demand from temperature sensors also dispersed in the i
substrate, to malataitl the compl, ete subs,rate at a uniform temperature. Signals
from the several sensors will be processed electronically to determirie the proper
cooling or heating electric current flow to the thermopile's dissimilar metallic i
conductor junctions. Solar photoelectric panels and space radiator panels could
be used, respectivel.y, to provide the electric power and to provide the thermal
heat s_k for the cold junction of the dissimilar metallic conductors.
(d) System Design Consideration
Optical components in the 1-Mw airborne system will be ,be same
as those required in the spaceborne system. The electric power source and
thermal heat sinks needed to operate the alignment systems and thermal con-
ditloning systems will be different between applications, tn the airborne system,
a small dynamo and cryogenic heat sink should adequately replace the comparable
solar panel and radiation heat sink used in the spacebornc system.
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Design of structural components associated with tile optics will be
dominated by the airborne vibrational and g-lo_ul forces. Independent design of
the structures for the spaceborne system may be desirable to conserve weight.
(e) Startup and Transients
The startup requirements for the cavity optical systems arc (1) stabi-
lize mirror temperatures at 295°K _3° (70°F '5 °) using the temperature con-
ditioning system, and (2) arm the mirror alignment system. A temperature
stabilization period of 1 min is feasible.
(f) Dormant Storage
The thermoelectric temperature conditioning system will remain
active on a continuous basis during dormant-storage modes to control the mirror
temperatures .wLthin limits, typically 238 to 356°K 1-30 to 180°F).
(g) System Life
I
The limiting component of the optical system life will be the optical
coating on the mirrors. Surface reflectivity will degrade during operation as
a result of damage from factors such as thermal cycling and foreign particles .....
The system will have to be deactivated when the thermal conditioning system
can no longer handle the laser beam thermal load.
J
Output Window
'- (1) Function
In the; closed-loop gas dynamic laser, a means must be provided
for passing the output beam from the low pressure region of the optical cavity
into the surrounding environment with minimal degradation in beam quality or
loss of lasing fluid. The component that performs this function is called an
output window. There are two basic types of output windows known as the
aerodynamic and material window. Both of these concepts were considered
as candidates for this investigation.
(2) Critical Aspects
Item E fleets Solution
Cavity Leakage Contamination of lasing Minimize leakage of A/W
medium fluid into cavity and use of
a compatible fluid in the
window loop
Leakage to Loss of GN 2 that is Use shutter doors to keep
Ambient operating the space this leakage to a minimum.
system aerodynamic A charging tank is used to
window replenish the system
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(3) Description
Both tile, aerodynamic win(low anti tim material window arc discussed
in the following paragraphs as design concepts to perform the function of the
,: output window for this system.
! The aerodynmnie window blocks the flow of ambient air into the
output beam duct with a supersonic flow of gas. Early designs for pressure-
:. driven aerodynamic windows depended on the expansion-compression structure
',: of a supersonic free jet to isolate tim laser cavity. Acceptable pressure ratios,i
li leakage, and beam quality were achieved, although significant beam jitter
: (up to 150 prad) was observed. To reduce the mass flow and beam jitter and
improve beam quality, the concept of a centrifugal field aerodynamic window
was developed at the United Technologies Research Center (UTRC).
The centrifugal field aerodynan_ic window uses a two-dimensional
supply nozzle, which delivers a supersonic jet suited to large amounts of turning.
As the jet flow crosses the duct, it is deflected. It is the momentum change
associated with this deflection that balances the ambient-to-cavity pressure
difference. The inner nozzle on the cavity side expands the flow to the cavity
pressure, while the outer nozzle expands to ambient pressure, and intermediate
nozzles expand the flow to intermediate pressures. The multielement centrifugal
aerodynamic window (MECA) concept is being employed on the Air Force ALL
program and represents a low-risk, near-term technology answer to the require-
ment for an output window.
• Due to the requirement for a nonresupplyable system with a minimum
:: of 600 sec of run time per cycle, it is not feasible to use an open-loop GN 2 pres-
' surized tank supply for the aerodynamic window and simply dump the exhaust
overboard. The weight of the tanks and fluid involved becomes prohibitive for
the airborne open-loop window (figure 65). Thus, a closed-cycle aerodynamic
window will be employed. The closed-cycle consists of a compressor, a heat
exchanger, nozzles, two shutter doors, and associated ducting (figure 66).
To operate the aerodynamic window at various ambient conditions, a bypass
loop is used to direct flow around the window as required. The space system
uses a similar closed-cycle aerodynamic window system as shown in figure 67.
Note that for the spacc configuration, the cavity pressure exceeds that of the
space envirotm_ent which deflects the closed-loop window fluid away from the
cavity. Also, there is the adctitional consideration of flow expanding to the near
zero pressure of space. An intermediate pressure is created by an expendable t
jet shield flow to limit the included angle of the expansion fan. The flowrate
required for the jet shield, which is leakage overboard, is 0.0077 kg/sec !
(0. 017 lbm/sec). The power required to operate the closed-loop aerodynamic
window compressor is 75 kw (100 hp), and the primary flow for the window
..3 Ibm/see).is 0.13 kg/sec (0. o(
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1)iffuser
r
(1) Ftlnction
A diffuser systenl IS required at tlle exit of tlle optical cavity to
efficiently convert the kineiie energy of the supersonic flow into a static pressure
rise and to esiablish a relatively low Maeh number subsor,e flow field that can
!)e (hlcied to other conlpononis with acceptable pressure ]ossos. li'or exmnple,
in file 1-Mw device the diffuser approach Mach number is 3.81 with a correspond .......................................................
ing static pressure of 0.0032 MN/m 2 (0.47 psia). Through a series of oblique
and bifurcated normal shocks, lhis flow is diffused until an exit Mach nmnber of
approxim_ely 3.2.is reached and ihc static pressure has increased by a faotor --',
of 10.
(2) Design Specification .......
The following diffuser conditions were established to p.rovide the
system parameters defined in the 1-Mw system-de.sign table.
InletMach nm_lber 3.81
ExitMach number 0.20
Recovery factor 0.67
Contractionratio 4.7
Throat length/inlethroatheight 1.3.0
Total length/inlet height 8.54
injection flowratc, el, 8.0
Supersonic contraction half angle,_
•_- deg 6.0
:Z Subsonic diffuser half angle,
(leg 3.5
Injector area ratio 5.0
• Diffuser minimun_ run time,.
sec 600.0
1)iffuser overl)oard leakage None
Operational cnvir(mment Space or airborne
(3) Critical Aspecls
1';ffect_ _olution
ITneooled l)iffuscr lligh metal temperatures Use sheet and str_nger or
l)esign with resultant low allow- composite design with
able stresses thermal isolation of-outside
structure
Iligh Internal I,arge load for diffuser Use sheet and stringer or
I,'lowpath structure composite design with
Pressures internal struts to provide
stiff- structu re
l.'lowpath Flowpalh distortions Use struts to control flow-
Geometry will adversely affect path shape accurately
Variations diffuser performance
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Item E ffeels Solution
Bypass Duet Doors would recircu- Use loacled ledge-type seal
and Doors late flow into diffuser for operatLon at 2270°F
upstre,'ml of throat and return vent bleed duct
to supply tank.
Bleed I)o ,_ Slow actuators will- Use rapid response pneumatLc .....................
Actuators prevent start system actuators for door
actuation in less tl.mn.2/3 sec
Sidewall lnjcctio.n Establish b_undary Injection system, throat gap ,.,
System layer control controlled to be 0. 025 cm ....
(0. 010 in. )
i" (4) Description
(a) Diffuser Performance Trades
Extensive model testing at UTRC has resulted in. numerous design
concepts and performance trades that were considered in the selection of a dif-
fuser for this closed-cycle GI)L. The diffuser configtrrations that have been
I investigated inctude the conventional fixed geometry, various strut segmented
• arrangements, and numerous variable geometry supersonic aircraft inlets
(Reference 6). In addition, a high-contraction-ratio conventional.diffuser I
with boundary layer bleed provisions (Reference 6) was considered. These !test programs have investigated the performance trades associated with the
, _ following parameters:
!-
1. Diffuser length
2,. Boundary layer control devices
3. Laser cavity leakage
4. Supersonic contraction ratios
5. Struts
6. E ndwall prccompression
7. Injector base step heights
8. Straight section lengths
9. Subsonic area ratios
The presence of mirror boxes in the laser cavity results in a sig-
nificant buildup of endwall boundary layer Upstream of the diffuser section.
The boundary layer is a region of relatively low kinetic energy and is detrimental
to high diffuser static pressure recovery, ltoundary layer control devices, such
as flow deflectors, vortex generators, wall suction, and injection, arc important
to energize the boundary layer and enhance pressure recovery.
Based on extensive GI)L diffuser model testing comluctetl at UTRC,
the baseline diffuser pressure recovery levels without boundary layer control
devices should be approximately 45% of normal shock. Obviously some sort of
au_nentatlon, such as blowing, boundary layer bleeding, or vortex generators,
will be required to ensure adequate diffuser performance for the closed-cycle
appl.ication.
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Extensive model testing at UTI_. has shown that endwall and sidewall
injection is an effective method to energize the boundary layer and improve the
diffuser performance. Reference 6 documents that ncar-normM shock recovery,
based on diffuser inlet Maeh nmnber, can be realized with small anaounts of in-
jection as long as (1) the throat section is sufficiently long to contain tl_o nolanal
shock system and ensure adequate mixing of tile boundary layer with {ira main-
stream flow, and (2) leakage into the optical cavity is controlled to a low level.
Based on the general trends shown inReference 6, an injection
flowcate of 8% was selected to erasure adequate boundary layer control. The
injector flow nozzles will be spaced along the full perimeter at the inlet to the
diffuser straight sections. Boundary layer buildup will be significantly greater ..
on the narrow endwalls due to the presence of the mirror boxes and shutters.
Thus, endwall Injection flowrates will be twice as high per unit of perimeter
length as compared to the sidewall injectors. Model testing, however, will be
required to confirm this flow-split to ensure adequate boundary layer control.
(b) Startup Cycle
The starting sequence requires that the nozzle pressure ratio be
increased until the critical pressure ratio is reached and the nozzle throat
becomes choked. An additional increase in pressure ratio will cause a normal
shock to move downstream of the nozzle throat and into the optical cavity section.
Additional movement of the shock into the diffuser will require the diffuser throat
area to be approximately 85_ of the cavity exit area. This increase in area could
be provided by one of several techniques discussed in the following paragraph.
After the shock has been swallowed and becomes stabilized in the diffuser throat
section, the diffuser effective throat area is decreased, resulting in a corre-
: spending increase in pressure recovery.
The diffuser throat area can be modulated by the following techniques.
Diffuser area scheduling involves using a movable center plug. This technique was
initially considered, but rejected due to severe problems associated with cooling
and actuation. Another method to provide" area modulation is by use of movable
sidewalls along the full length of the diffuser. This concept is similar to variable
geometry supersonic wind tunnels and requires extensive use of actuators and
efficient sealing devices. As with the movable plug, this concept was considered
but later rejected due to the complexity and weight penalties. The most attractive
method is by means of a bypass bleed door upstream of the diffuser throat.
Ducing the starting sequence, a substantial amount of cavity flow is diverted
around the diffuser to ensure that the shock is swallowed and stabilized in the !
throat section. The bypass flow reenters the system in the subsonic section
of the diffuser through another movable door. The advantages to this concept t
are minimized seal surfaces, modest actuator forces, and no additional problems.
Thus, the requirement for a variable geometry diffuser to ensure
reliable starting and high pressure recovery has led to the selection of a con-
ventional diffuser design with provisions for start bleed and boundary layer
control. This design offers high performancc as demonstra[ed by model testing
when compared to vaned or centerbody diffusers.
t
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(c) Selected Concept
The selected diffuser configuration and flo_wpath is shown in fig-
ure 69. The single-bypass.configuration Was preferred over a symmetrical
bypass diffuser, based on steady-state performance advantages due to the
[ reduction In leakage and the elimination of an additional set of.seals, bypass
_: doors, and actuators. The inlet and exit bypass doors are operated by pneumatic
i: actuators using lvaing fluid to prevent contamination of the loop in the event
of actuator leakage. The upstream door Uses a "flex" hinge to provide a perfect
i seal at the convergent section of the diffuser. The bypass doors are contained
f_ within the all-welded envelope containing the lasing fluid flowl_.ath for positive --,.
leakage control. The bypass loop is vented to the supply tank return system
to scavenge any door leakage from the ledge-type seals that could recirculate
Jut9 the diffuser and degrade performance duringsupersonic operation.
The diffuser structure uses a sheet and stringer-type design con-
figuration. The transient and steady-state pressure loads are resisted by the.
external beam-like structure. The primary and bypass gas flowpaths are
stabilized by connecting stringers .and cross pieces supported by the external ......
structure and by internal struts. Sufficient thermal isolation is provided
between the gas ftowpath and the external structure to prevent the outer portion
of the structure from reaching the main stream temperature.
Compressor
(1) Function
:_ A compressor is required in the closed-cycle GDL system to re-
' circulate the laser medium and maintain the pressure ratio and flow parameters
necessary to sustain the flow of an optically active medium from which laser
power is extracted. In essence, the compressor is the major source of energy
being transferred to the active medium with the only other source being by way
of the heat source heat exchanger. Thus, the compressor must compensate
for all pressure losses in the system.
Compressor efficiency is a major parameter affecting system per.--
formance because the primary parameter to measure system performance is
the ratio of extracted laser energy to supplied energy. DUe to the steady-state
nature of this GDL system, the compressor can be designed for high efficiency
at a single design point, as opposed to some applications that require com-
pressor performance trades to operate over a range of conditions ....
For the purposes of this study, the-compressor package includes
the compressor aerothelnnodynamic ftowpath, compressor exit duct diffuser,
exit turni.ng duct, rotor shaft bearings, power shaft housing, power shaft,
and power shaft seals.
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(2) Design Specifications
The _oilowingrequirementswere establlshedfor thecompressor
p.__k__ge_..____
i. The configurationmust be compatiblewiththesystem
parametersdefinedinthe1-Mw systemdesigntable.
2. Highefficiencyshallhaveprimaryimportancewith
w_Ight..andsizeconsideredas secondary.
am_.
3. The compressorshallhavea minimum 10% stallmargin.
4. The compressordesignshallbe an uncooledmetal
configuration within the technology projected for the
year 1990.
5. The compressor must be compatible with_the space
or airborneenvironment.
6. The compressormust be capableofoperatingfora ........
minimum of600 secper cycle•
7. The compressordriveShaftshallnotimpartaxial
thrustloadstothe.primemover.
,! 8. The p_wer shaft seal shall have long life and zero
leakage
9. The compressor cases and ducts shall have zero leakage.
(3) Critical Aspects
Ite==_=_m Effects Solution
CompreSSor StallscauseviolentvLbra- Maintaina mLnimtnnof
Stalls tionsoftherotorassembly. 10% stallmargLn
Thiscan causeperformance
deterioratloaandstructural
damage
HighRotor Possiblestructuralfailure Decreaserotorspeedwith-
Speeds due to critical spe_d limita- out sacrificing performance
tions by increasing the number
ofstages
Compressor Compressor lengthincreases Shortenthecompressorby
Length rotorflexibility•Thiscan usingfewerstagesor use
causeperformancedeterlora- additionalshaftbearings
tlonandpossiblystr-uctural
damage
High Performance and stall margin Design accurately to the
Efficiency are inversely related 10_ stall margin limit
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Item Effect s Sol utl on
Transients Transients can. force the corn- Design compressor clear-
(Startup/ presser into stall and can.- ance to increase (luring tlm
_i Shutdown) c.reate thermal gradients transient an(1 cent tel opera-
_ which cause rubs between tion to avoid stall.
!_ movLng and. stationary parts
i Start/Stop Surface damage; technology Reference 7 recommends
_ Transients requirement for improved development of sputtered
and IIigh surface coatings. Solid hard coatings of silicon .-
Speed Bearing film lubricant is essential nitr-ixle (Si3N4) or possibly
Rubs chrome oxide
Bearing Gas bearings are sensitive Design to ensure that thermal
Thermal Dis- to housing/shaft misalign- distortion is minimized. No
tortioa ment new technology is required
Bearing Foil Iteat generation unknown Run tests to determine heat
Material generation. Inco 718 appears
to be best material for tem-
peratures up to 811 to 922°K
(1000 to 1200°F). Bearing
housings are cooled with
compressor fluid
Radial Compressor tip clearance The tip clearances can be
Clearance affects performance small since the maneuver
< loads are low and there is
only one steady-state design
point. The only clearance
required is for surge loads.
Dynamic Power Near zero leakage required A centrifugal ferrofluidic
Shaft Seal seal is recommended.
This will provide a low-
leakage rate seal
Dynamic Seal I-f heat generation is too Cool with fluid from the
lteat Genera- high, the fcrrofluid evapora- radiator at 3{;7"!,: (200°F)
tion tion rate will be accelerated
Static Power A near-zero leakage static A ferrofluidic magnetic seal
Shaft Seal. .......... seal is required to p_revent is recommended. This
tlm loss of fluid provides low leakage, while
providing a means to retain
the fluid from the dynamic
seal in static condition
i
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Item E fleets Solution
Static Seal Static seal fluid evaporation A carrier fluid must be
Evaporation to space environment selected for the ferrofluid,
which has a very low vapo.r
pressure, such as poly-
phenylether or diester..
Also provide a reservoir
to give replenLshment
capability
Compressor Rotor has large thrust A thrust balance disk is
Thrust unbalance because the provided on the power shaft
Balance compressor, is not balanced outside the flowpath
against the drive turbine
(4) Descripti.on
(a) Ae rothermodyrmmic Flowpath
A parametric study was conducted to evaluate the compressor effi-
ciency trades based on compressor correlations substantiated by the Low-Aspect-
Ratio Compressor (LARC) experimental studies (Reference 8). Parameters
that were varied in the study included aspect ratio, gas chord ratio, number of
stages, and inlet specific flow. The results of the parametric study are sum-
marized in figure 70, which indicates the compressor adiabatic efficiency versus
, the ntm_ber of stages with families of curves for constant speed lines, constant
:_ compressor length, and constant inlet specific flow. The stall limit line has
:_ been superimposed on these data. The five-stage compressor with a specific
flow of 16 kg/sec (35 lbm/sec ), which has a relatively high adiabatic efficiency
of 0.908_, was selected for evaluation in the conceptual design.
The conceptual design of. this uncooled compressor contains a low-aspect-
ratio drum rotor with cantilevered stators (figure 71). In this application,
cantilevered stators with low tip clearance offer a performance advantage relative
to shrouded stators. Conditions are favorable for low tip clearance because the
system has a single steady-state design point, the rotor is relatively stiff, and
adequate surge margin (10_) has beeapro_ided,
The Compressor inlet distortion is intentionally minimized by
posttLoning the Input power shaft on the compressor exit, because high per-
formance is a primary goal and it is advantageous to operate with a low surge
margin. T-he power shaft is enclosed In a housing in the turning duct and exit
vane case. The turning duct Is a 90 deg elbow with a bend radius of two times
the diameter. The exit vane case is also a 2:1 area ratio diffuser that reduces
the fluid Mach number and friction losses prior to entering the turning duct.
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(b) Bea_ing Consideration, Selection, and ('oncept
Three basic types of ])earing concepts were considered for the
compressor: a conventional roiling element bearing, a hydrodynmuic gas
bearing, and an unconventional roiling element bearing. The advantages and
1 disadvantages of these concepts are presented in table XV. The foil-type
hydrodynmnic gas bearing was selected for prinlary consideration because
it eliminated (1) the potential of contaminating the lasing fluid with the bearing
coolant and (2) the requirement for separate seals, lubrication, and eoc)ling
systems (figure 72). The foil-type hydrodynamic gas bearing has the following
advantages over other gas bearing concepts:
1. Greater load capacity at low supply pressures
2.._ ttigher bearing stability margin
3. Tolerance to rotor and housing distortion,,_
4. Ease of assembly and installation
5. Low fabrication cost.
The compressor conceptual design contains four gas bearings, as
shown in figures 73 through 75. Three are journal bearings, one located at
each end of the drum rotor and one at the end of the input power shaft. The
fourth is a double-acting thrust bearing located at the front of the compressor.
The front and thrust bearings are supported by the inlet guide vane case. The
rear rotor bearing is supported by the exit vane case. The compressor will be
supported from these two locations. Because weight is not critical, these
bearing supports and mount rings will be made stiff. This is desirable to control
rotor deflections and critical speed. Also, an additional bearing can be added
in the center of the rotor if the detail design indicates it is needed for critical
:_ speed considerations. The power shaft bearing is supported by a ring where it
protrudes from the turning duct. This ring can carry bearing loads directly
to a support mount. The journal bearings were sized to take a 3g radial load
while running, based on a unit loading of 0.24 MN/m2 (35 psi) (Reference 7).
The thrust bearing can accommodate the 3g axial load with either a nickel or
titanium alloy rotor, based on a unit loading of 40 psi.
There is a wide range of materials available for the compressor in
the recuperator cycle because it is not subjected to a high temperature environ-
meat. Candidate materials include all the nickel-base, titanium, and stainless
steel alloys. The freedom of the final selection should remain open until the
detailed design is performed so the selection can be based on the results of the
detailed thermal and stress analyses to achieve proper clearance during the
cycle trans ients.
(c) Thrust Balance
This compressor rotor has a large thrust unbalance of 3i, 138 to
40,034 N (7,000 to 9,000 lbf) because it is not balanced against the prime mover. .........
A thrust balance disk on the power shaft was selected as the most desirable
technique to balance this force (figure 75). The disk uses labyrinth seals with
leakage of less than 0.14 kg/sec (0.3 lbm/sec) that will have little effect on !
performance. The following is a discussion of thrust balancing concepts that i
were considered and rejected as less desirable. A gas bearing was excluded !
4
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be_;auso the thrusl load was c_msidered too large, requiring an eight-stage
stackecl bearing that imposed excessive manufacturing tolerances and assembly
problems. A grease packed bearing could not tolerate th¢,_heat goneration.
A lub,:ieatecl ball bearing, located outside the flowpath seal, w_uld position.
_ the shaft axially from the bearing location, but would induce a thermal growth
problem between the case and the rotor during transients.
Table XV. Bearing Concept Considerations
Advantages Disadvantages
Conventional Rolling Element Bearing
With conventional cooled lubrication compartment
Proved design technology Separate lubrication and
cooting system required
lligh load carrying capacity Bearing compartment leakage
will contaminate lasing fluid
With grease pack lubrication
_sign technology Ileat generation too high for
600 sec or longer run without
cooling
lligh load carrying capacity
_: No separate lubrication and
_: cooling system required
ltydrodynamic Ga,_ Bearing
Lubricated with lasing fluid Limited experience
(no separate system required) ]
No high temperature limit 1
beyond that of the stru_ural
and surface materials
Not life limited when opera-
ting on a full_hydrodynamic
film
Unconventional Roiling Element Bearing (Unlubrlcated Silicon Nitride Ball Bearing)
Lower heat generation than Little experience (considered
steel bearings (Reference 9) too risky for this application)
No separate lubrication and
cooling system
lligher temperature capability
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Figure 72. Journal Bearing Schematic
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(d) Seals
, The power shaft must have a dynamic and static seal with near-zero
"_ leakage for containment of the lasing fluid. The centrifugal ferrofluidic seal was
; selected for this application because it had demonstrated zero leakage capability
(Reference 10). This seai functions as a centrifugal seal during dynmnic operation
and as a magnetic seal for static conditions. This seal package is shown with
cooling provisions in figure 76. A face seal was also considered for this applica-
tion and rejected because of its leakage rate of 0. 0009 kg/sec (0. 0019 lthn/sec).
The cases and other connections for the airborne system can use
Vitoa or Kelrez O-ring seals. Kelrez has a long life operating temperature
range of 280 to 560°K (-65 to 550°F)o For the nonserviceable or resupplyable
space system, the split case and mating "tee" joints can be permanently sealed
by welding or braziago
Recuperator
(1) Function
The recuperatorVs function in both the space and airborne GDL is to
increase the systemVs thermodynamic efficiency by recovering energy from the
diffuser exhaust and returning it to the laser medium downst:ream of the com-
pressor. The recuperator is located downstream of the diffuser. In the design t
of the recuperator, primary attention is directed to achieve the thermal effective- 1
ness goal with secondary priority given to volume, weight, cost, and structural
material considerations.
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Figure 76. Centrifugal Ferrofluidic Shaft Seal
(2) Critical Aspects
_: Ite.._._m Effect Solution
Columbium Possible laser medium Use a protective coating
Material material reactions for columbium_ or use
Recuperator lower strength nickel-base
alloys
Complex Heat Small passages make Use simpler_ less efficient
Exchanger coating of metal difficult surfaces or gas passiva-
Surfaces tion coating
Difficulty in manufactur- Use brazed construction
lag the recuperator
Thermals Distortion and possible Startup transients minimized
During failure of device corn- by a gradual heating of the
Startup ponents systc.m to steady-state con-
dition
(3) Description
The recuperator concept was selected on the basis of a parametric
design analysis of core geometry configurations. The high thermal efficiency that
is required of this heat exchanger limits the core configuration to either a counter-
flow or multipass cross-counterflow heat exchanger. The core geometries con-
sidered for this device were mainly plate-fin surfaces because these surfaces arc
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especially efflc'lent when both fluids are gases. With the plato-fin design, a largo
heat t_'ansfer area per unit vcflume ¢'an be achieved. Tile types of.plate-fin surfaces
considered for the recuperator were plain plate-fin (rectangular and triangular)
and a louverecl plelte-fin. The louvered-fin design has fins that lmve been bent into
the gas stream, thus reducing boundary layers and inerea_,ing heat transfer con-
clue[anc'es. Al.so, one finned-tube, multipasst cross-counterflow design was con-
sidcred. The major advantage of the finned tube is its ability to withstand high
pressure differ_zntials between the hot and cold sides. These core confii,_ration
descriptions are summarized in table XVI..
Table XVI. lieat Exchanger Core Cotffigurations
i 1)estgna- Fin/Per Spacing,i (in. {in. ..
Plate
i tion l)escription cm ) cm }
i' A Plain fin(rec_tangular) 28.2 (11 I) O.63 (0.25)plate
! 13 Plain.plate fin (rectangular) 13.5 (5.3) 1.19 (0.47)
i C Plainplatefin (rectangular) 15.7 (6.2) O.65 (0.256)
I) Plain plate fin (triangular) 118..0 (i6. t5) 0.25 (0.10)
E Plain phlte fin (triangular) 43.1- (16.9(i) 0.65 (0.256)
F l_ouvered plate fin 15.4 (6.06) 0.63 (0.25)
A comparison of volumes for these core configurations of table XVI is
shown in figure 77 ph)lted versus reduction in recuperator pressure loss from the
base design. The dala in this figure indicate that the rccupcrator size is signifi-
cantly more sensitive to core configuration than to pressure loss.
Reeuperator conceptual designs were performed with core configura-
' lions A and l), as shown ill figure 78. Configuration I) was selected as a core with
relalively large fin spacing that can be fabricated and coated with technology pro-
j(,cte(l for the year 1990. (',onfig'uration A represents a recuperator that would
require a signifieanl adwmcement in core fabrication anct could only be coated by
gas Imssivalion. To achieve Ihe counterflow plate-fin recuperator eonfigm'ationt_
trianguhlr end sections on tile core 'Ire used to manifold the hot and cold gases
i|llO the core.
The lypc of structural nmterial used in the reeuperator is of primary
concern. A material such as columbiunl appears to hea natural choice for its
high temperature strength an(I relatively high thermal conductivity, floweret, at
(:lcvale(I leml)cratum:s, Ihe rcactivit:¢ of cohunl)iunl with the losing medium is not
llnowll lltl(! llllly C/lUSt; cOt'l'osion OF ellll)rittleillell[. The use of a coating to protect
(,olumbium pv'obalfly is required and would reduce the thermal conductivity, hl-
(_l'Ollse cosl, lind perlrlps impose limitations on tile core geometry to accommodate
the coating process. Other materials candidates include the dispersion-lmrxlened
niclcel-based alloys. The sensitivity of the most efficient recupcraton" core con-
figuration (surface i)) to changes in metal thermal conductivity is shown in figure
79 ................
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The proteetlvecoatingsfor columl_iumnlloysconsistprimarily of lhe
sllit'itle (.,oatings which may he applied I,y either :! slurry (,r n vapor phase tt'.chnique.
Silic.ide. coatings o[" this type are good Ul_ to a rotmd 1925°K (3000°F).
The recuperator is 'm integrated brazed assembly for fluid le_d_:lg¢,
control. Candtdatc braze materials for refraett,ry materials are listed in t_ll,le
XVII, from Refcret_ee II.
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Ileal Sink llent Exchanger
(1) Functi_m
The heat sinkWs function in both the space and airborne GDL system
', is to reject excess heat from the lasing medium. Tl_is excess heat results
primarily from the admbatie inefficiency of the compressor, which supplies
more heat than the lasing action extracts. The heat sink is located downstream
of tile recupcrator "hot side" outlet, as illustrated in the recuperator cycle
schematic. The space cycle lmat sink uses a liquid coolant loop through a
radiator to dump waste heat, whereas the airborne heat sink uses external air
as a cooling source. In the design of the heat sink, prinmry importance was "
assigned to achieving the cycle thermal effectiveness, with secondary considera-
tion given to such factors as volume, weight_ cost, and structural material.
(2) Critical Aspects
Item Effect Solution
Aluminum Possible large strength Use nickel-base alloy if
!_ Base Material fall-off with higher tern- required
fc," Iteat Sink perature excursions
Space Iieat Possible decomposition of Substitute other organic
Sink Coolant MIPB at high temperatures working fluids, such as
toluene
,_ Thermals Distortion and possible Startup transients minimized
/. During failure of components by a gradual heating of the
Sta rtup system
(3) Description
' The heat sink heat exchangers were investigated IW means of a para-
metric cwduation of core config_Jrations for both the space and airborne systems.
The two systems use different heat sink fluids, which affect the core configurations.
The space cycle uses an organic liquid coolant such as Monoisopropylbiphenyl
(MII)B), liumble 3152, or toluene to exchange the laser fluid heat to the radiator,
whereas the coolant fluid for the airborne system is air.
The gas-to-liquid space heat sink can be either a finned-tube or platc-
l'itl core configuration, lIowever, for the gas-to-liquid combination, the finned-
tube core normally provides a better match of heat transfer coefficient and surface
arc, a and simplifies the construction of a leak-resistant core. The surface con-
figurations studied for the space system are listed in table XVIII,
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'Lqble XVIII. Space System tleat Sink Core Cotffigurtltlons
I)esigna= Fin per Tube OD Plate Spacing
tion Description em (in.) cm (in.) cm {in. )
A Finned fiat tube 28,75 (11.32) 0,25x 1.87 (0.1x0.737) - -
B Finned circular tube 19.69 *(7.75) 1.72 (0.676) - -
C Finned circular tube* 20.32 *(8.0) 1.02 (0. t02) - -
D Finned circular tube 22.99 (9.05) 1.97 (0.77t) - -
E Finned circular tube 21.15 (8.72) 0, 97 (0.38) - -
F Finned circular tube 22.10 (8.7) 1.64 (0.645) -
G Plain plate-finned 28, 19 (11, 1) - - 0,6.t (0, 25)
tl Plain plate-finned 117, 98 (46, 45) - - 0.25 (0, 10)
*'Continuous fins
r m
l All of these cores contain a multipass cross-counter flow configuration to providehigh thermal efficiency. A compari on f v l m s for the core configurati ns in
_ table XVIII are plotted versus reduction in gas side pressure loss from the base
design in figure 80. These data indicate that the heat sink volume is significantly!'
more sensitive to core config_aration than pressure loss. Core configuration C
i was selected for the space system heat sh_k based on the following considerations:
_ (1) configuration C is the most con]pact fimmd cia-cular tube core evaluated and
has advantages relative to manufacturing simplicity, reliability of sealing, lighter
weight_ and lower cost; and (2) configuration II and A were rejected even though
they were more con]pact because the heat sink size was not a major factor and
these cores were judged more difficult to manufacture and less reliable. The
conceptual design of the space system heat sink is shown in figure 81.
:_ A similar parametric study was conducted for design of the airborne
' heat sink. The core geometries considered for this heat sink are plate-fin
surfaces, since these surfaces are especially efficient when both fluids arc gases.
Large heat transfer area per unit volume can I)e achieved with the plate-fin design.
The types of plate-fin surfaces considered are shown on table XLX,
The core volume comparison for the cross-flow configurations in table XLX
is presented in figure 82 as a function o1"pressure loss. Configuration I was
selected for the airl)orne heat sink core because it provided manufacturing sim-
plicity and the relatively small size of this heat exchanger did not warrant the
complexity of a more compact core. The conceptual desigr: of the airl)orne heat
sink is shown iv] figure 83.
The primary material selected for the heat sink heat cx(:hanger was
an aluminum alloy. The superior properties of this material that made it 'l
prime candidate for low temperature heat exchangers were its high thermal con-
ductivity and low density. In theew'nt the cycle temperatures were incre:vse(I
I)eyoad the aeeeptalfle temperature stre.ngth of aluminum nlhws, then niekel-l_ase
alloys could have I)een substituted in this heat exchanger with an :lssocialed penalty
in ctmductivity anti weight.
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Table XIX. Airborne System lieat Sink ('ore Configurations
Designa- Fin per Plat e Spacing
;, tion Desvriptlon cm (In.) em {in. )
I Plain plate fin 28. 19 (11.1) 0.¢;4 (0.25)
J Plain plate fin 117.98 (46.45) 0.25 (0..10)
K Louvered plate fin 15.39 (6.06) 0. (]4 (0.25)
_ K = 173 W-.'m/°K = Btulllr,'ft_/°R
160
K :,f_
4 140 =----=-;=_"
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lit, at Source I leat E×ehangor
{1) Function
" The function.of heat source heat t_xchangcrs in the space anti alrbm'ne
tl I)1, is to replace the heat loss in the device anti tile loss due to tilt; t,fflcl_ncy
limitatl_m of the vccuperator. The heat is addml by cycling liquid liihimn at
1750"!< through a heat source and.a heat source heat exchanger, which is h_ea.ted
downstream of the recuperator "cold side" cxlt_ as previously_shown In figure 47.
._ (2) Critical. Aspects
1i(;n._._2.1 1,,'fleets Sol ut ion .,-,
Columbitun Possible laser medium Use protective coating
t_ Material for material reactions ............................]f 1leat Source 1) Ile at Exchange r
I, Reduced strength at liquid Change material to higher
lithium temperatures strength tantalum
Complex lleat Makes coating of metal Use a more simple core
l,'xchanger surfaces, if required,
S u_:.l;ace s d i ffi c ult
Makes fabrication dif- l'se brazed construction
ficult
Thermals During l)istortion, anti possible Startup transients mini-
Startup failure of device corn- mized by gradual lmating
: portents
(3) Description
The heat source heat cxclmnger core geometry was evaluated by
parametric design analysis. Due to the relatively low thermal efficiency re-
quired of this heat exchanger, only single-pass_ cross-flow configurations
were evaluated. Fimmd-tube core geometries were studied for this device
since this configuration not:really provides the best balance of heat transfer
coefficient and surface area for liquid-to-gas systems. Also, the finned-
tube arrangement simulifies the eontaimnent of the lltluid lithiun_. The core
configurations studied for the heat source exchangel: arc listed in table XX.
The core volume comparison for the conflguratlons in table XX is presented
as a funclion ot;.prcssut'e loss in figure 8t. These data indicate that the heat
st)urce will be small-regardh?ss of which core configuration is st,lecle(I. ('ore
configuratitm C was selected for compactness and I)ccause it contained c.lrcular
lubps thai have a manufacturing simplicity and reliability advantage over tim
flat tube c(mfigurati()n. The conceptual design of the heat sotlrc(, hcat ex(,hanger
is shown in figure 85,
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A l,'[ntmd flat lulm 2_. _ (11. :12) o. 25 hy 0.95 (0. I I)y 0. ',17:_)
!_ l,'inned circular lulm 19.7 ('7.75) 1.72 (0.(;7(;)
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'rhc materials in the heat source heat e×changer are subjected to
a sc:vc_t'c, envir'onnmnt aml must rt:sist attack by liquid lithium at I750"1,;
(3159°11), anti opt, rate. ill lbo 15[)0"K (2700"R) la,qing flui_l. Malerial candidalt_s
are eolumlfitml (nic)blum) and t,'mtalum, which show good resistance tc) aliaek
by the alkali metals. Ilowever, eoh|mbit|m anti tantalum tire subjecl, it) nilrogen
cml)rlitlem(qll at high temperatures. The scverity ()f the problem, which is
I lime and Ic,mpc, rattarc depcnd(,nt, should be experimentall.$, t_valuatcd. Both
: materials can Im prolective coated if required. (.'rolulllbiUlll is preferred for
i this heat exchanger from a consideration (ff thermal conductivity and density;
i liowever_ tht_ fimtl material selection between columbium and tantalum sh_)uld
i I)e base, el on the results ()f _,lnexperimental enviromuental compatibility
i_, eval tzat ion. ,,.
This heat exchanger is an integralty brazed assembly for fluhl
I containnmnt control. Candidate braze materials for refractory materials werepreviously' prest, nted in lal)le XVII.
I" l)uct ing
! (1) Function
The function of the ducting is to contain anti direct the lasing fluid
between components with acceptable pressure losses and zero leakage. The
(lueting must also provide for a smooth flow transition between rectangular and
circular shapes and for providing low loss fluid turning, such as between
rectangular diffuser exit anti the circular shapes and for providing low loss
fluid tutoring, such as between rectangular diffuser exit and the circular re-
, cuperator inlet.
(2) Critical Aspects
Item .... E ffect_, Solution
Duct Pressure Increased requirements on Size ducts for a low Mach
Losses the compressor number flow of 0.2 or less
to keep prcssure losses low
Leakage Loss of lasing medium to Use welded ducting wherever
ambient possible to mi_mize leak
paths
lligh Tempera- Leakage to space Develop high temperature
turc Seals seals to minimize leakage
(3) l)cscription
The general physical characteristics of the closed-cycle GDL system
ducting were evaluated to provide data for the system assessment of complexity9
wcight_ and size. The study has been organized by separating the ducting into
categori(,s relative to the type of joint and duct contour. The results of the study
arc summarized in tile table on figure 8(;, which indicates the type, diameter,
anti material of each duct. The respective location of each duct is denoted on
the e_cele schem:_tlc (figure 86). The duets have been define, I as t_'pes A, lh or
(' for which conceptual sketches are depicted in figures s7 through a9.
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Type A ductsconnectcomponents of similarmaterials. These ducts
are welded to the components theyconnect and offerno potentialeak paths.
Type B ductsconnectcomponents ofdissimilarmaterials,or com-
' ponents, which require a bolted connection. These ducts use a seal at the joint
to minimize leakage. The development of a l_igh temperature zero-leak seal
is an item subject to development and experimental verification.
A type C duct is a rectangular transitional duct between two com-
ponents of a different cross section, such as the duct from the diffuser exit to
rccuperator inlet. Ducts of this type, with large plane surfaces, require ex-
ternal ribs and internal str_uls for structural support.
TFCIJ_OLOGY CONFIRMATION
The objective of this Task was to assess the technology requirements of
the components for the recupcrator closed-cycle GDL for space and/or airborne
operation and to define component demonstration programs that can be used to
develop and/or evaluate the feasibility of the closed-cycle GI)I,.
A general assessment of the extent that the Individual component tech-
nology exceeds current engineering s'ate-of-the-art technology was made based
on the judgnnent of engineers working in the Gl)l, field and knowledgeable in the
related theory, component designt material properties, anti fabrication concepts.
The results of this assessment are summarized in table XXI. This table was
devised as a guide to provide a general indication of the extent that the component
technology exceeds currently available hardware to establish which components
a re candidates for experimcntal demonst rat Ion p tog ram s.
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Table XXI. Individual Component Technology Assessment
State-of-the-Art New Configuration Advanced Technology
(No VeeLflcation (Should Be (I)omonstration
Laser Componcnts Requi red) I)emonstrated) Requi red)
Nozzle/Cavity X
!: Optics X
i I)i ffuser X
Recupe rator X
IIeat Source lleat Exchanger X
[lear Sink IIeat Exchanger X
Compressor X
I)tmts X
Outside Scope of Study
Space Radiator X
Controls X
Prime Mover:
Ai rbo rne System X
Space System X
The most direct approach to arrive at a closed-loop GDL system demon-
stration, is to develop each of the major components individually to the require-
ments of the closed-loop and construct and test the system using these com-
:_ ponents. The system, and the components developed for it, can be scaled to
' reduce cost and lead time. ttowever, even in a reduced scale, this approach ,
is expensive and time consuming.
An alternate approach, which would significantly reduce the cost and lead
time required to achieve a closed-cycle demonstrationt involves the use of ex-
isting components where possible to construct a closed-loop GI)L. The scale of
the demonstrator could be selected to be compatible with existing hardware_
such as a cavity/nozzle/n, anlfold assembly, a compressor test rig, and facility
heat exchange rs.
New components would be provided to supplement existing rigs where
necessary. A ctosed-loop system of this type would have certain limitations
compared to a new scaled system; however, this approach could provide answers
to many of the technical questions associated with closed-loop operation. The
test unit couhi be upgraded as new components are developed.
The following four technology confirmation experimental demonstration
programs are recommended to develop and substantiate the technology base
needed for closed-cycle GI)t, application, The first progrmn covers the establish-
ment of a closed-loop system that will be used to investigate system effects anti
to evaluale components that have completed preliminary (levclopment. The other
three progrmns are for individual components and cover the diffuser, recuperator,
anti optics.
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The priority of the component developmont programs was establLuht,d on
the basis of tlm criticality of. tile tec_hnolokw for the closed-cycle GI)I, system.
The (liffuser <tevelopn)t:nt is assigned the highest priority because the, unique
rettuirements of the c.'lost,d-loop diffuser and the aehievcment of ar_ acceptable
diffuser pr(:ssure l'ecovt, ry have a major inOueaee on the COml)ressor horsel)Ow('r
requircn)ent anti thus the overall, cycle efficiency.. Thus, a m_w specifically
designed anti developed diffuser is required for the closed-loop GI)I, test syste|r_
The recuperator devch)pmcnt has the potential of significantly reducing the
overall loor, weight amt is therefore assigm:d the second priority. The optics
were assigned third priority because this technology area is currently under-
going intensive research and since existing optics can be used in the ('.lose(I-loop
demonstrator, it would ])e prudent to _eview the technology advancements in ""
this area later in the program. The organization anct phasing of these three
devclolmlent programs into a closed-loop G1)I, development plan is suwmarize(t
in fil,mre 90; the timing of lhis plan is flexible anti can be witted to match the
availability of funding.
co t I I I r
Closed-Loop GDL Test System 3.0M • ,
Scaled Model Design I
Fabricate Scaled Model I ......... nlit t
Conduct Closed-Loop Test
Program '''I 'l':Diffuser Development 1.2M
SubscaleModel Evaluation I I I I
,t SubscaleModeIDemonstration i__l.._ I I
,Z Closed.Loop Test I n -. I I
_ Recoperator Development 0.6M I ICore Material anti Coating
Evaluation I I I I
Core Contigulation Evaluation I ..__! -- i
Scaled Prototype Closed Loop Test il ..-m/
Optics Developmen! 0.SM l__ ,.-- .' _ _lgmirllll
....... i
1 2 3 4 5
Years From Initiation
l:igurc 90. 'l'(.chnolc)gy Confirmation l)rogrmn Summary
('losc, d-('yclc ill)l, System l.:xperimental Invesligalion
The goal of this l)rogrm]l is to experimentally invcstigal(, thc svslt,m anti
COml)Ont,nl integration effet:ts of the _closed-loop Gl)l,. Sl}ccilivally, this program
will c()ml)inc COml)oneuls Io i)rovitlc a closvd-loop system tesi bc(t that will be
use(1 It) invesllgate such characteristics as system viarting, (lynamit.s, ('()nlr()ls,
siability, componenl perft)rmance, aml performance (legra(lali()n.
This plan is form||lale(I it) star! elost, d-loop it,sling (wilb a low inilial
exf|crl(lihnre) I)y using as many (:xislitlg compont,nls as possil)le I_)perl(}rm th(,
l)rclimintirv h,sling. 'l'bis _}l)proaeh will l)r()vide early (l(,linili()n ()f l})(, s,¢slt,z)|
aspe('ts thai rc(lilirc fuMh(,r (h,vclop||_eni anti will provi(i(, Ih(, flcxiI)iliiy It)(iir(_(.i
I'(,,Neal'('h ('(gllt.,;i.'..:l('llt willn "/val]Idfl(' I'(,_t)urttes.
1:.;7
A three-Task progl:am is reco_nmentled to provide tile facility and perform
Ihe experhnontal investigation of tile closed-loop system, as shown in table XXII.
Task I invt)lves a design study of the system to 'establish the letup operating con-
ditions anti configuration. From this study a system size will I)e st:leetett that
permits the use of as many existing components as possible wilhout etmqn't,mising
the {(,ehnical objectives, l:acility design layouts will be prepared for the selected
system. Task II consists of the fabrication of the new anti mating hardware,
the assi.milatitm of available hardware and of compt)nents fl't)l'll Ihe demonstration
progrmus, and the assembly of the test system, aml will ct,nclude withe eheekt)ut
t)f lhis facility. Task Ill consists of conducting the closed-loop test progr,'ml.
Table XXII. Closed-Cycle GI)L System Experimental Investigation
T-ASK_I- SCALED MOI)EI, I)ESI(IN
i'erform Scaled Model Design and Cost Trade Study
Select Model Scaba_ Components and Configuration
Conduct Facility l}esign
TASK II - FABRICATE SCALEI) M()I)EI,
t,'abricate New Components an, I Mating Ilardware
l'repare Closed-Cycle Test Facility
Assemble Test System
l'erform Facility ('heckout
._ TASK Ill - CONI)UC'I:C:I,OSEI)-I,OOI ) TEST IHIOGITAM
' Substantiate Closed-l,oop Feasibility
Establish Closed-l,oop Control
l)em(,nstrate l)i ffuser Operation
The test program will be planned to investigat(; the following aspects of
closed-cycle GI)I, operation-.
1, The feasibility of sustained closed-loop operation will be
determitled. The cavity small signal gain will be monitored
to verify that system performance does not deteriorate with
time.
2. The l,erformance of components that ha_e conlplet(,d I,re-
liminary tlevelopnmnt will be evaluated in the ('lost,d-lot)p
system.
3. A control technique will be designed anti (levelopetl for th,,
operation of this closed-loop system. The expcri,,nc(, and
data derived from tile operation ¢)f this sysit, m will 'resist
In the tlevelt)plllent of a control system ic,r a pt)ss!])l(, ftlturt,
full-scale, cl¢,st,,l-lt,t,p system.
,I. The dtffust,r starting concept and perft,rmanvt, wilt !,(, t,valu:dt,d
in the ch,st,tl-lo(o system.
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System Discussion
The closed-loop GI)I, test system will be designed for economic as well
, as technical considerations. The 1-Mw system flowrate should be scaleci into
the range of a 1/20 to 1/10 scale model to fit existing components. The nozzle
and diffuser pressure ratios of the full-scale system should be retained, ilowever,
the cavity absolute pressure could be shifted if necessary to improve the flow
match of available components. The cavity temperature can be reclueed initially
to approximately 1200°K to simplify the material/structural requirements anti
to reduce component expensc.
am.-,
Component test rigs and facility support equipment are available at FRI)C
that could be combined to provide two-thirds of the major components of the
closed-loop test system, as presented in the following paragraphs, llowever,
no single test stand currently exists that contains a combination of these com-
ponents. Thus, a relatively extensive effort is required to combine this equip-
merit into a single facility. The closed-loop GI)L contains six major components:
1. Cavity/Nozzle/Manifold
2. Diffuser
3. Recuperator
4. lleat Sink lleat Exchanger
5. Compressor
6. lleat Source lteat Exchanger.
Ectuipnlent is currently available that could bc used for four of these components.
( Preferably, the cavity/nozzle/manifold would be of the design selected
specifically for this application, llowevcr, preliminary testing could be started
with an existing structural test rig known as the STR I with Mod (; nozzles. This
rig contains a single distribution manifold configuration and individual nozzle
plates clamped together to provide a 20:1 nozzle area ratio. The support structure
would be limited to approximately 30 sec runs at 1200°K and 1. 013MN/m 2 (150 psia)
, nozzle inlet conditions. This CNM would be used in the closed loop for preliminary
tests to evaluate the diffuscr starting characteristics and the lasing fluid stability.
Fluid stability would be evaluated by conducting successive tests with the same
fluid to evaluate the effect of longer run times. It would be preferable to replace
this component relatively early in the test program with a CNM of the selected
de s ign.
The diffuser system should be the specific configuration that evolves from
the diffuser demonstration program to permit the system performance and
starling characteristics tobc investigated. Thus, no existing diffuser is recom-
mended for this component; but rather the closed-loop investigation would be,
phase(I to follow Tasks I and II of the tliffuser development program so lhat the
final diffuser evaluation would be performed as a part of the closed-loop testing.
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The recupe, rator functlc)n cou|d initially he performed wllh tin t_×istlng
heat exchanger connected in a reverse flow configura/lon. A heat e×clmnger
is avat|able manufacturc:d of stainless steel (AISI :147) and containing ,_ 201)0 tubes,
3,1 ft long of 1/.t in. dimnetcr. Materia| temperatures would be limited to approxi-
mately 1.1t5_K (I(;00OF) which is eotmistent with a cavity tcmper:dure of approxi-
mately 1.200°1<.. Later in this program, when it: is desirahle to go to higher tem-
peratures, a reeupcrator Fabricated to the configuration that evolves from the
recuperator development program would be sul)stituted for this component.
The heat sink could be provided by another existing stainless steel lmat
cxchatager similar to that utilized for the reeuperator. Water wouhl be used ,.
in the outer jacket of this heat exchanger to dispose of the waste heat.
The, compressor for the test loop could be either of two existing eentJ:ifugal
compressor rigs. The Small Turbine Advanced Gas Generator (STAGG) compressor
li would flowrate of 5 the flowrate forrig provide a approximately lb/scc, required
a 1/20 scale system. The ST9 compressor rig provides a flow of approximately
1.5 Ib/sec, part of which could bc byp'assed to provide a 1/10 scale system and
to avoid compressor stall, floweret, prior to selecting either of these com-
pressors, the economics of using a commercially available compressor and drive
system should be considered as part of the system design study. The expense
of setting up either one of these experimental compressor rigs and a drive system
may exceed the cost of an "off-the-shelf" unit that would efficiently perform this
function.
The heat source heat exchanger requirement is not easily provided by
adapting existing hardware. This component function for the closed-h)op test bed
' can be provided by an electrical resistance heated Inconel tube bank. This type
: of heater is a relatively simple device that is well within current state-of-the-art
technology and would not involve development or a major expense. The tube bank
h_,ater will consume 150 to 300 kw of electrical power for a 1/20 to 1/10 scale
sy_:'.em. I,ater in the program, when it is desirable to evaluate a scaled prototype
heat source heat exchanger, the resistance heater could be replaced.
It is estimated that the cost to establish a scaled test loop facility and to
conduct the initial closed-loop test program would be approximately $3 million
over a 3-year period.
Diffuser I)evelopment
The variable-geometry GI)L diffuser is a significant step forward from
the present clay fixed geometry diffusers. The high-pressure recovery goal
of this diffuser will require active boundary layer control with the boundary
layer energized by injected flow. The supersonic diffuser perf_wmancc is dom-
inatecl anti limited by the ability of the boundary layers to negotiate aflverse
pressure gradients, l)iffuserdcvclopment normally must use an cmpirical
approach, because the analytical prediction of the t)oundarv layer clmrael(,risiies
is not reliable near the eomlitions of separation.
The supersonic diffuser for this close(I-l(_o I) syslem should b(, m_Jcl(,l test_,(I
and developed t_ assure an acceptable pt, rfol, manee levi,1. "['he larg_,st pressur(,
loss in Ihe laser System loop occurs in the diffttser; thus Ibis comp(m(,nl has
tile mt)s t si gni fi(rant inlquenc(, (_11tilt, compress_w h() rs(,powe r reqtH rt,m (,nl.
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The closed-cycle, high-recovery, variable-geonmiry diffuser will require
development to achieve all acceptable COlllt)rolniSe boiwt_,n tilt, mt:ehanical and
aerodynamic requirements to provhle.
• Acceptable pressure recovery
• R,'lpid transitiot_
• lligh-tempcrature operation
• No ftuhi leakage.
Diffuser pressure recovery is enhanced with boundary layer control to
inhibit flow separation of the low momentum fluid at thc diffuser walls. Scaled
tests of the diffuser boundary layer control concept should be performed to "'-]
optimize the energizing fluid blowing parameters arid minimize injection flowrate, t
determine boundary layer injection, location(s), evaluate stability of the boundary
layer control concept, arid establish the diffuser recovery factor.
The diffuser must be capable of.providing a rapid transition during the
start cycle that minimizes the time required to "swallow" the starting shock
wave and to establish the steady-state flow field. The start cycle is initiated-
with the lasing loop evacuated so that the pressure ratio of approximately 18
across the nozzle/cavity/diffuser can be established at an upstream absolute
• pressure level less than the steady-state design pressure. After the stm-ting
shock wave is swallowed, the diffuser bypass doors must be closed before the
backpressure increases sufficiently to "unstart" the diffuser. This flow transient
must be completed in less than 1 sec. The reaching of thermal equilibrium and
the stabilization of the absolute pressure level can be achieved at a much slower
rate.
The high-temperature operational environment of the diffuser imposes
severe structural design problems. The structure has relatively large flat
plate surfaces and mating bypass doors ldmt must be restrained to close dimen-
sional accuracy in the presence of both pressure and thcrmal 1,')ading.
A three-Task diffuscr demonstration is recommended, (Sec figure 91.)
It is estimated that the cost to perform the first two Tasks of this program would
bc approximately $1.2 million, including engineering, hardware, facilities,
anti iests. The cost to conduct Task III is included in the pr:)grmn to investigate
the scaled clos(,d-loop (;1)1, systcnl.
Task I - Basic Fh)w Rig l)aramctric Evaluation
The goal of this task is io d(,velop boun(lary layer conir<d anti gt,om(,lry
variali(m lechni(ttms [o m.hi[_vc ihc diffuser pressur(' r(,cov('rv levi,is rt,_luir('(]
ft)r lhc closed-loop system.
,'-;ubscalc <.<)ldfh)w lesis will b(, plammd and conducted it) evaluat,, apl_roxi-
mait,ly nine (tifltm(,r I)<)tmd_lry layer control configuratit)ns thai vary (._mlrol fluid
blowing parmnet(,rs anti iuj(,ction location. A range (,f blowing param(,lt, rs
shall b(, siudi(,(1 by varying both injection gcometry and fh_wra{(,. Tht, t_,s{
shall be tit,signed io monitor the diffuser recovery factor and siabiliiy. Th(,
diffuser (,onfiguraiion thai provides an optimized system p(_r[ormanc(, as a
function of recovery i'aci_r_ control fluid flowratt,, and slabilii_, shall b(, st.h,tq(,d
for evaluation in {he following Task.
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Task I
Sub Scale Model Test
Steady-State
Evaluate
Blowing Parameter
Flowrate -"
Injection Location
Stability
Recovery Factor
1 ,,
i Control Configuration Selection !
, Task II
•:_ SubscaleModel Test
Start Transient
Evaluate
Transient Characteristic
Demonstrate Control
Stability and Repeatability
Recovery Factor
Task III
Closed-Loop Test
Demonstrate
Start Characteristic
Recovery Factor
Stability
Figure 91. l)iffuser I)evelopment l)rogranl
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Task 11 -Scale l)lffuser I,:valuatlon
The goal of this Task is it) demonstrate Ih(, d_fl:u_,._: coafigurall_m devt_lopecl
under Task I la hot flow tcrsis.
A tllffuser shall be designed and fabricated that contains the selected
bc)undary layer control configuration and a slartlng bypass door configuration
Cmulmtlblc with the closed-loop system. Ilot tests of this diffuser system will
be conducted to investigate its transient characteristics. An open-loop test
facility wLll be usecl which provides a cllffuser discharge pressure that simulates
t'_', the pressure characteristics of tim closed-loop start transient. The test progrmn
shall ,I.m_conducted to clevclop, and/or denmnstrate: "_"
1. That a system_ sequence, and valve schedule has been
established that will provide diffuser control
2. That the diffuser trartsient response rate and bypass door
cycle are compatible with the system rcsp.onse
3. That the diffuser system can achieve repeatable and stable
operation
4. ...........That the diffuser provides the steady-state recovery factor
required for a closed-loop sy.stem.
Task Ill - Scaled Diffuser Closed-Loop Evaluation
_: The goal of tiffs Task is to demonstrate the operation of the diffuser in
:;" the closed-loop G1)L device.
The diffuser dcvelopect in Task II shall be installed in the closed-loop laser
" test bed. Tests shall be conducted to demonstrate that the system can be started
and steady-state operation established without inducing compressor stall. The
• diffuser stability and steady-state recovery factor shall be evaluated.
Ileal Exchanger and Recupcrator Development
The closed-loop system investigated in this study is very dependent on
efficient energy transfer via treat exchangers. In fact, heat exchangers comprise
three key components of this system, performing vital functions in the heat
source, heat rej(,t:li()n, and recuperator. These components have a signifncant
int'lu(,nc(, ¢)n Ih(, :_ystt,na p(,rl'omnance and re,present lwo-thirds of the las_n" lo()p
wc_il4hl f(_l' lira 1-Mw system. An,'dysis of compact heal exehangt_r configurations
indicates that th¢, r(,cuperalov weight could be reduced by nearly a factc)r of seven
with a fin and plate, gc,,c)melry thai exceeds current manufacttn'ing iet.hn(flog_'.
An mlvan¢.(;m(,n! o1' this magnitud(, in compact heat ext.lmnger (lesiga_ wouhl reclu¢'c
th(, wcighl (wilhoul dt,grathllton <_t'performance) of the system it) wilhin tim spac(_
shutile payl()ad limil. The aitainment of this weight g'oal has tim obvi<_us advantng(,
of systt,m prt, assembly and trtmspc)rtation to orbit via a single space shuttle
fl ight.
#
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The goal-of the heat cxehange r/roeuperator development progr,'ml is to
invesligate w.lvanco compact heat exchanger _ore concepts, determine material
compatibility wi:h lasing fluid environmental conditions, select cert. _ material,
select protective coating if required, and conduct an evaluation of a scaled
prototype neat exchanger. This evaluation shall provide data to incllcate heat
transfer and pressure loss characteristics, physical geomet .r.-y-,weights, and
overallcomponent integrity.
Approach
A technology development program is recommended for the heat transfer
! components. This program is designed to advance the tecllnology of compact --'
heat exchanger concepts and to evaluate the most promising concept in a scaled
protoiype model evaluation.
I This program is oriented primarily for the development of the recuperator
! since this component has the largest potential for weight reduction; however,
i the concepts developed for the recupe_-ator would also be applicable to the other
f: heat exchangers in the system.
To improve performance, the trend in compact heat exchanger (lesigns
has been to increase the ratio of internal surface area per unit of heat ex-
changer volume. For example, the recuperator in this study would have a
weight reduction from 25,58:3 to 3,88;i kg (56,400 to 8,560 Ibm) if the core
configuration utilized a 0.005 cm (0.002 in.) fin thickness on a 0.05 cm (0.020 in.)
fin spacing. Ilowever, a core geometry this small exceeds current state-of-the-
: art manufacturing practice. (Refer to figure 92, B value _ 1350 from Reference 12.)
_: In addition, the recuperator core maximum temperature will _pproach 1478°K
- (2200°F) in the lasing fluid environment with a 0.39 MN/m2 (:tOO psia) differential
pressure. This enviromuent imposes severe restraints on the material sele_ction.
A three-Task program is planned to evaluate the recuperator/heat exctmnger
technology. (See figure 93. )
Task I - Material Selection
The goal of this task is to select a minimum of two candidate recuperator
core materials for further evaluation in Task II.
Candidate core materials will be evaluated to determine thel r compatiiAlity
wi-th the lasing fluid at the core operating temperatures. Candidate core nmterials
evaluated should include (but not be limited to) cohmabiuna, TI) nickel, "ri) nickel
chrome, and TI) NICRALOY. The evaluation will determine thin specimen sus-
ceptibility to nitrogen embrittlcment, oxidation, and corrosion. In the event of
material degradation in this enviromnent, protective material coatings will be
evaluated by similar tests of coated specimens. Material coating techniques
will be limited to those concepts that can be applied to the recuperat(_r core
configuration. For example, most slurry coating application techniques arc not
compatible with the small passages and sharp radii encountered in the fin con-
figuration of compact heat exchangers, although gas passivation and fluid appli-
cation techniques can be compatible.
1
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Figure 92. l_ecupcratc, r Compactness
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Task I
Core Material and Coating Evaluation and Selection !
I Select Candidate Core Materials [
Manufacture Thinwall Specimens: .....
Columbium
TD Ni
_ TD NiCr
TD Nicraloy
Material- A
Material- B
Coat Specimens
Nitrogen Oxidation
Embrittlement Corrosion
Test Test
i
I Stress-Rupture Life Evaluation: I
Metallurgical and Weight Examination
I M te" 'So'e t'o,,1
Figure 93. Recuperator Development (Sheet 1 of 2)
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/, Task II _Y
Baseline Core Configuration:
Experimental Fabrication Study and
Definition of Minimum geometry
i,
_b...
Design and Fabricate Core Configurations
With Porous Metal Matrix
Candidate Matrix Includes:
Feltmetal
Woven Mesh
Sintered Power Metal
Sintered Metal Chips
Core Specimen Testing
Thermal Effectiveness, Pressure Loss, Physical Properties
i ....
/
Data Correlation and Selection |
JBaseline and Advance Cores
Task ill
Scaled Prototype Recuperator:
Design, Fabrication and Test
I.'igure 93. l{t, cupt, ratc_r l)t,v_,lc_pmc,ni (Sheei '2 of 2)
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The candidale materials, with and with,_ut c,oalings, ' _. bc i'anlcc_di'c,l'Jlivc,
(_ thci r abili(y to withstand degra(lati_m in opcr;tli<_nal (,nvil"<)nmeu! (,xposuc(, [(,sl._.
'l'h(, criteria for dc,l'ining material dvgrad_tion will I)(_I)m_(,d on m[,tallurgic._ll
_,xamination, loss ol" wc,ight, and stress rupture, life.
Task li - Recuperator ('.o_'e l)cvelopment and Sul>stanliatic>n
Tim goal of this task is to screen several candidate recuperator core
configurations and to select the best configuration for this application based on
pcrformance, weight, size, anti integrity.
Basically, the reeuperator core consists of the conventional plate and fin
configuration. This geometry consists of a matrix of plates that form inter-
mittent layers separating two fluids. The surface area of each plate is effectively I
extended by a fin consisting of a thin. sheet folded parallel to the flow direction i
and attached to adjacent plates, (See figure 94a.) A compact heat exchanger
_ incorporates a heat-transfer surface having a high area density pet" unit of volume.
i Core compactness can be increased by reducing fin thickness and spacing until a
t fabrication or strength limitation is approached.. Thus, the core compactness
_ of this conventional core eonfiguratiovt should be experimentally evaluated con-
sidering the material restriction defined in Task I.
i
Advancements in core compactness should also be investigated. The trend
to advance compactness by increased area density pet" unit volume suggests that
the next generation in recuperator core technology may be possible by replacing
the folded fin concept with a porous metal matrix bonded between the plates.
(See figure 94b. ) Candidate metal matrices are feltmetal, woven meshes,
_ sintered lx)wer metal, and sintered metal chips. The manufacture of these
- matrices can I)e varied to control porosity, Reference 1%
The design and fabrication feasibility study would perfot'm the following
recuperator core configuration investigation.
(1) Baseline Evaluation
Using the best two materials selected in Task I, conduct design
and experimental fabrication studies to determine the minimum core geometry
practical for the conventional plate and fin configuration. Construct core speci-
mens and demonstrate, by way of heat transfer tests, the core thermal effective-
ness, pressure loss coefficient, and physical characteristics of the core.
(2) Advanced Concept Evaluation
Design and fabricate core configurations using porous metal matrices
of approximately (; to 12 configurations that in theory offer potential advanecment
in core compactness and performance. Subject core specimens of each con-
figuration to identical heat transfer tests conducted on the conventional core, as
describacMn previous paragraph.
14_
[---
Fluid A Fluid B
1
a. Conventional Plate/Folded=Fin Configuration
,
:_ S
J
_j_
Fluld A-- F1uid B
b. Plate/Porous. biater£al Configuration ..
l,'i_tsre D'I. Recupera(or Core Surface (}eomeIri(,s
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(3) Concept Correlation
Correlate merits of baseline and advance core specimens based on
thermal effectiveness, pressure loss, compactness, weight, volume, and
structural integrity. Recommend a concept most compatible with laser system
requ/.remeats for scaled prototype evaluation.
Task IlI- Scaled Prototype Recuperator
The goal of tl_s task is to design, fabricate, and test a scaled recuperator
using the core configuration selected in the preceding task ........
Based on a scale factor selected for the closed-loop cycle GI)L investiga-
tion, the design of a prototype recuperator will be performed. The design
performance parameters for the reeuperator will be defined from the design
table established for the sealed closed-loop GDL system. The design will use
the same core thermal effectiveness, pressure loss coefficient, material, con-
figuration, and manufacturing technique that would be utilized, for full-scale
prototype manufacture. Thus, the core flow area is scaled without scaling
the core configuration or altering the heat transfer and fluid transport char-
acte ristics ....
The recuperator will be manufacturect and tested as a component of the
scaled closed-loop GDL test unit. Data will be taken to determine thermal
effecLiveness, pressure loss coefficient, and transient thermal response.
It is estimated that the cost to perform this three-Task program would
be approximately $600,000. This estimate is based on performing the Task III
- design of the scaled prototype recuperator in this recuperator development
program. The expense of the fabrication and testing of the recuperator is included
in the program to investigate the scaled closed-loop GI)I, system.
Cavity Optics
A cavity optics system could be designed based on present state-of-the-art
technology but would be heavy, complex, and of questionable durability in a space
environment. To improve the optics system significantly, several areas of
technology development are required, including (1) mirror substrate, (2) optical
coating, (3) alignment system, and (4) thermal control system. Suggested
programs to develop and demonstrate technology in the areas mentioned above
are given in the following paragraphs.
Mi fro r Substrate
I,ighter weight, optically stable material development for mirrors will
relax aligmnent system and thermal control system requirements. Technology
development in this area is currently in progress under both independently
funded and Govermnent-funded progrmns. The emphasis of such a program
based on the closed-cavity Gl)l, requirements wouhl be placed on manufacturing
integral alignment and thermal control elements. Material such as SiC and
graphite-epoxy composite arc attractive candidates because of their high st iffncss
(for optical stability) and lightweight characteristics.
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A teehnolog.y (:¢)nfil'lll,'lii()ll llrogl',ILnl for Ini rI'(_rStlbSt I'afc'S wC)llhi (..(msisi
of:
1. Can, liclate Material Review
2. Optimum Material Selection
3. Manufacturing Technology l)evelopnlc,nt ancl I)omonsiHdion
4. l'erform ante Testing
a. Optical Finishing Quality
b. Thermally lncluccd l)istortion
c. Long-Term Structural Stability
d. Environmental Durability. --'
Optical Coatings
Existing optical coatings have exhibited high rellcctivitics in the range of
99.8_; under moderate flux levels. It is anticipated that current technology effc)rts
will improve reflectLvity to above 99. #7_ and will result in development c)f a
coating suitable for high flux level operation. The emphasis for the elosecl-eyele
GDL technology confirmation progrmxl would be to evaluate cancliclate coatings
for durability when exposed to long-term storage in a space environment. Although
coating reflectivity will reach such a level that active cooling cluring operation
would appeal" unnecessary, the slightest defect (either inherent or externally
inflicted) will result in increased absorption and loeal heating. It is imperative
that any such local heating be accommodated by the thermal c()ntt'()l system t()
prevent progressive destrueticm of the mirror. Design performance of the
thermal control system is consequently set by this rccluirc,ment.
Y:
Testing of candidate optical coatings woul(I inclucle:
1. Reflectivity (gross)
2. Scatter
3. Flux Level Tolerance
t. Thermal Cycle I)urability
5. Abration Resistance
6. Degradation Due to Space Vacutml
7. Environmental Temperature Limits
8. Compatibility With Substratc.
A1igm-nont Sy s tem
The mirror aligmnent system is based on sensing the spatial error l)etwo(,n
points on the mirror anti a reference surface. Present technology (levcl,_pmc,nt
effort towards cleformable mirrors (('OAT system) shouhl provide sufficient
tcchnologv fallout to design adequate actuator anti electronic signal I)rocossing
components. Error sensing and strtletural (iosign tl(,nl()nstl'_ltions lift, v'(,quir(,,l.
A l)roadi)(mr(! (Icsign shouhl be adecttmio for oxperimc,ntal i(,chnolc,gy cc)nl'i rtuati(m.
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'l'hc, aligtm_ent ,_vstem (leveh)pment pr.gram would consist of the, l()llowirlg
tasks:
1. l,iterature search for canclidate optical waveguides, photo
sensors, optical transponders, electronics, etc.
2. Selc_ction of components to be tested in a breadb()ard systemk
i!
3. Ilardwarc (lesi_m of a breadbcmrd syste,n
[!
i ,i. l)roettren_ent of components ,-...
5. Assembl_/ ....
(;. Testing.
l)esign and testing ()f the breadboard system is envisioned to consist of
driving an optical transpon(Icr to simulate the vibration and structural dis-
placements ()f the laser cavity. A subscale alignment system bench supported
by piezoelectric actuators would follow the perturbations of the transponder based
on electronic processing ()f the spatial error signal generated by"optical sensors
attache(I to the I)ench. Similar optical components would link a second transponder
to the system I)ench to simulate amirror. This second transponder would be
actively positioned by its own actuator, and its ability to folh)w the perturbations
of the initial transpon(ler woul(I he assessed.
, Environmental and life cycle tests of all candidate c_)mponents would be
": incl u(le(l.
Thermal ('on(litioning System
The (levelopment of a solid-state thermal conditioning system for the
mirrors will require improved flux level capability for thermoelectric elements.
An investigation of various material combinations for conductor junctions should
result in impr(_ved pcrf_)rmance. The greatest gains are anticipated by develop-
men[ of a coml)ination of heat pipe and thermoelectric techniques. The heat pipe
has the capability to receive high flux levels over a small area and to distribute
it at a low flux level over a large area.
Teehn(_logy (leveh)pment wouhl proceed as follows:
1. ('onceptual I)esign Stt, c!y
2. l.:xperimental l)esign, Construction, and Testing of ,'-;m_lples
3. l_rototype Mirror l)esi[.,m and Construction
,1. l)rototype Mirror Testing:
a. Flux C apal)ility
b. (,v'elic and Storage lAfe
e. l,invi rotm_enial l)urability.
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1)ISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The Task I parametric optimization involved the use of generalized mathe-
matical models of components to determine the effect of their design parameters
c)n the overall GI)L system performance. The primary goal of Task I was to
select an efficient thermodynamic cycle with acceptable physical characteristics
based on a first approximation of component weight and size. In Task 11, an
extensive physical evaluation of the selected thermodynamic cycle was performed
to more accurately assess component weight, size, and configuration. Refine-
ment to the thermodynamic cycle analysis to reflect the additional definition
provided by the Task II conceptual design is normally accomplished during a sub-
sequent Preliminary Design task. Although the scope of this program did not --.
include a Preliminary Design, some of the results from the conceptual design
impacted the selected cycle and are discussed in the following paragraphs.
The compressor characterization used in the Task I parametric optimization
was originally established for a high temperature, uncooled, ceramic design with
an efficiency level of 85_. The selection of the recuperator cycle with its low
compressor temperature requirements eliminated the need for this advanced
technology :tesign. Instead, an uncooled, metallic, state-of-the-art compressor
was used, which resulted in a compressor design with an efficiency level of
approximately 90c,_. llowever, the use of air bearings in this design resulted in
a 5_: _nw recirculation with a corresponding horsepower penalty of 5_.
The recuperator characterization used in the Task I parametric optimization
had equal flow areas on the hot and cold sides. This resulted in a very low Mach
number and pressure loss for the cold side. Results from Task II indicated that
• this type of design produced a large and heavy recuperator, which dominated the
:_ complete laser loop system weight, causing it to exceed the Space Shuttle capacity.
A recuperator design with equal Mach numbers into the hot and cold sides results
in a smaller package, but a larger pressure loss with increased compressor
horsepower requirements.
The revised compressor efficiency and redesigned recuperator were incor-
porated into the system model to deternline the net effect on the total system.
A comparison between the revised cycle and the one from Task I is presented
in table XXIII, with the impact on the 5 and 10 mw loop weights also shown.
The redesigned recuperator is approximately 395; smaller and lighter, I
resulting in a total laser loop weight reduction of approximately 20_)i. This is
m)t (,nough to allow the entire closed-loop, fully charged and assembled, to be
transported into orbit in one Space Shuttle trip; however, use of a more light-
weight_ closely spaced, plate-fin configuration, as described in the Task II i
conceptual design, might make this possible. ]
The effect of th_ increasud compressor efficiency is more thav offset b_,
th¢, air bearing and the increased recuperator pressure losses. The result is
an increase in compressor horsepower requirements of 3_)[.
The incruased power requirement and the decreased laser l()op weight
e(_mbined to result "n total system weight decrease of less than 0.5_, .
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Table XXIIL comparison of Basel.lnc Recuperator Cycle
With-Revised. Task II Cycle
Revised Recupcrator
Baseline Recuperator Cycle With Task I1
Cycle From Task I Results
Compressor Efficiency, _, 0.852 0.90S
Recuperator Total Ap, _ 5.9 9.8
i
Recuperator Weight, kg.(lbm) 25,583 (56,400) 15,717 (34,650)
Recuperator Volume, m 3 (ft 3) 11..3 (400) 6.9 (245)
Compressor t{orsepower, kw (hp) 8,800 (11,801) 9,053 (12,140)
l, Laser Loop Weight, kg (lbm) 48,534 (107,000) 38,669 (85,250)
Total System Weight, kg (Ibm) 317,515 (700,000) 316,154 (697,000)
5 mw Laser l;¢eight, kg (Ibm) 233,759 (515,350) 186,100 (410,850)
10 mw Laser Weight, kg (Ibm) 538,065 (1,186,230) 428,700 (946,070)
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the resultsofthe closed-cycleGDL study,the followingcon-
clusionshave been reached:
t 1. The closed-cycle GDL concept that incorporates a recuperator
?_ and supplemental heat source resuits in the smallest and
lightest overall system, when the prime mover and heat sink '
are considered, and is, therefore, the most attractive for both
the space and airborne applications.
i
2. Because the compressor power source and space radiator are
the dominant factors in the overall system weight and volume,
any improvements in component or system performance that
reduce compressor horsepower or heat sit_.k requirements
will pay large dividends.
3. The space application will require multiple space shuttle
flights and assembly in space. "]:he airborne system, using
the closed cycle developed in this study, will 0e limited to
less than the 2 megawatt power level with the C-5A as a carrier.
However, alternate approaches, such as the following, might
be considered to improve system power:
a. In the recuperator closed-cycle GDL system, 85_'i of
the loop weight is contained in the diffuser and hcat
transfer components. Significant weight reductions
should be possible by advancing heat exchanger tech-
nology and investigating a lighter weight diffuser
structure, i
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b. The complete airborne system, including a well de-.
fined prime mover, should be optimized by varying
the degree of recuperat_.gn, to arrive at a minimum
system weight and volume.
c. The open-loop multistage bireactant (i, e., onl] two
re_ctants, N20 and a hydrocarbon fuel, are used) GDL
sho_id be considered. The high specific power obtained
with this concept may make it an attractive alternative.
_: Conclusions ...,
To permit a more in-depth evaluation of the closed-cycle GDL as a candidate
for the NASA power transmission applications, the following efforts are recom-
mended:
1. Initiate the diffuser technology development and closed-cycle
demonst ration program s outlined in the Technology Confirm a-
tion section.
2. Investigate through more-detailed studies the alternate
app:.'oaehes for the airborne system discussed above.
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DE FINITION OF SYMBOLS
A Area, cm 2, m 2 (in 2, ft2)
a Beam radius, cm (ln.)
; AF Frontal area, m 2 (ft2)
_, BD Beam diameter, cm (in.)
_ CNM Cavity/nozzle/manifold
t D Diameter, cm (in.) ..
L d Diameter, cm (in., ft)
t D Dimensional
GC Geometric coupling
[ tI Iteight, cm (ft)
ttP. Horsepower or power, kw (hp)
_ K Specific power, kw/kg/s (kw/lbm/sec)
L Length, cm, m (in., ft)
M Mach number
M M agnification
N Speed, rad/s (rpm)
' n Nondimenslonal far-fieldradius
-_ NEP Nozzle exit plane
p Power, Mw, kw (hp)
p Pressure, MN/M2 (psi)
Pr Pressure ratio
Q tteat flowrate, kw (Btu/sec)
R Range, (in)
r Radius, cm (in.)
T Temperature, °K (°R)
UO Unstable oscillator
Vol Volume, m 3 (ft 3)
W Weight, kg (lb m)
_,. Flowrate, kg/s (lbm/sec)
X Gas composition mole ratio
A I)iffe rential increment
_ Total pressure ratio to standard sea level
, Nozzle area ratio
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Subscripts
,_ E fflciency
0 Temperature ratiotostandardsea Icw_l
Wavelength
B Be am
c C avi ty
c Compressor
elf Effective
IIS. Heat source
llS lleat sink
i Inside
i
! o Outside
ps Power source
(, surf Surface
_' T Total
t Throat
1 Inlet
,_ 2 Exit
_.:
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